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News In Brief
Experts report that 1988 crops
may be even worse than 1983 ones
Hi The ASSOCIATED PRESS
This year's burley -crop already down 25 percent; could slow the
progress growers have made since their crops were devestated during the 1983 drought, an expert said.
The crop is now rated 13 percent good. 48 percent fair and 39 percent in various poor categories. said Jeff Hall. a market analyst with
the Kentucky.Farm Bureau. But the good and fair figures aremuch
lower than average for this time of the growing season.
"If we continue this pattern on into July. the yields will drop daily."
Hall said.
Yields in 1983 were 1,600 pounds per acre. 35 percent less .than in
1982 and the lowest in 25 years. Production was also down 46 percent.
The farmers' recovery since 1-983 helped to bring their net worth
back up. If the drought continues: however. •,Well have to staid all
over " Hall said
Burley estimates for this year will not be available until August.
Hall said the dry spring has already damaged the burley crop.
Even with a good rain. only 75 percent of the crop can be saved, he
said
Some growers are saying that without a good rain within two
weeks. 1988 could produce a worse burley_ crop than 1983.
Burley tobacco is the No. 1 cash crop in Kentucky and is a vital
source of income for Kentucky farmers. In 1987. Kentucky growers
sold 295.1 million pounds of burley for $461.2 million.
'We're talking about slashing a big chunk out of the net income" if
this year's crop dies. Hall said "It's going to beyery severe
Scattered showers and irrigation will help some farmers. but they
won't bail out all the state's burley growers.
-It will take a good steady rain." said Tom Priddy. University of
Kentucky agricultural economist. "Those types can make farmers
smile "
In 1983 there were plentiful rains in the spring to help get the crop
started. The burley was damaged by a drought that started in July
and persisted through the summer, yielding a crop of poor quality
that was generally shunned by tobacco companies at auction.
This year. the drought started much earlier with rains below normal levels in the spring.
In a normal June. Louisville gets 3.6 inches of rain and Lexington
4 25 inches. This year the areas received .87 inch and .6 inch. the
lowest June levels this century. Priddy said.
J T. Kines. a Fayette County farmer, said only 80 percent of his
crop has come up, compared with a normal rate of 90 percent. His
lobate° plants overall are much smaller than they should be.
Kines has an irrigation system, but he has had to conserve water as
much as possible to have enough for all his crops.
'It's a costly situation to have to cope with." he said.
Pendleton County firmer Jack Biehn said the .1983 crop was
frustrating for farmers. He's worried about this Year's crop.
"If we don't get rain, then there won't be anyttfinA to cut.'• he said.

Elsewhere...
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ASHIAGMS = Congressional critics say former Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger ignored reports of excessively cozy
relationships between military officials and defense contractors during his seven years as Pentagon chief.
CHAMP:116A. ill. - Midwestern farmers whose crops are
threatened by drought rushed to insurance agents this month to buy a
unique rain-guarantee policy, but e state official says it is more
like gambling than insuranc
111 1.1101 SEi France - A ew Airbus jetliner with a state-of-theart electronic flight system crashed into woods, appearing to have
lost power while making a low pass during an air ski*. At least threr
people are killed and 50 injured.
THE HORLD OF POLITICS — Democrats aiming for convention
harmony reached agreements on party rules and a campaign platform, but Jesse Jackson dismissed the documdt as "bland" — and
predicted a floor fight or tWo.
NEN' FORK — Twenty years after anti-war demonstrations
polarized the nation. Americans remain deeply divided over whether
the protests changed society for better or for worse,a Media General.
AssociatedPress poll says.
MOSCOW — Millions of people who have sent no delegates to the
Communist Party conference that begins Tuesday will be watching it
closely. They live in Eastern Europe and Moscow is increasing
pressure on their leaders for reform.
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received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
nines by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
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FORECAST

Tonight: Clear and cooler.
Low in the lower 60s. Light northeast wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny. High
around 90.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday Hirough Friday
calls for mostly sunny skies
each day with a warming trend.

Kentucky
Barkley

358.1
358.1
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Thundershowers do little to alleviate drought
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
The brief, scattered thundershowers that teased Kentucky during the weekend did little to help
farmers who are wattling -their
crops wither and lockmasters
keeping a watchful eye on the Ohio
River.
A section of the Ohio River near

Governor says
lawmakers are
focusing on
wrong issues

Mound City, Ill., remained open on
Sunday after being closed for
much of Saturday, but the flow of
water toward Mound City was
TiMted-Sunday when a dam a few
miles upriver was closed.
"It's going to get shallower,"
Coast Guard Lt. Ron Blake said of
the troubled passageway. "I've

been told to relay that it's going to
get worse, not better."
The Coast Guard would decide
whether to close the river indefinitely because of shallow
water, but Blake said without
relief, the river may soon get too
low to pass.
The Mound City passage has had

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Come fly with me

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said some
legislative leaders are focusing on
the wrong issue when they say
Franklin Circuit Judge Ray Corns'
ruling on the state's schoolfunding system will take away
their power.
Wilkinson made his comment:in reponse to a statement issued
by Senate President Pro Tem
John "Eck" Rose on Friday.
The statement, adopted by the
LegislativeiResearch Commission
.at a special meeting, said Corns'
ruling that the school-finance
system was unconstitutional had
Invaded "the realm reserved for
the legislature" when he appointed a committee to advise him
on how the system could be
changed.
"Every statement that I read
(Coard on page

Kyle Pirtle, the 16-month-old son of Ned and Jana Pirtle of Murray tries his hand at steering a helicopter during the Airport Day Open House at the Murray-Calloway County Airport Saturday. The open house, which was
held at the Kyle-Oakley Field, provided information to visitors on airplane rentals, chartering,flying lessons,
agricultural application and aircraft sales. It was co-sponsored by the airport, Farmers Air Service, Inc. and
staff photo by Stott N
Aircraft Services of Murray.

Back behind bars...
Recaptured inmates recount hours of freedom
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP ) Five
inmates who escaped from the
maximum-secwity Kentucky
State Penitenti4ryr said in a
published report that they would
do it again if they had the
opportunity.
"It is hard to turn down a chance
to get out," Leo Spurting, 30. of
Louisville, told The Paducah Sun
In a copyrightstory published Sunday. "If you have just a chance of
getting out with the parole board
or an opportunity to go through a
hole in the wall, you're going to go
through the hole."
Spurting, who was serving a life
term for murder, manslaughter
and other crimes, was one of eight

inmates who fled the prison on
June 16. Three are still at large.
"It was worth it to be out," said
Robert Sherman. 30. of Lily. who
is serving 15 years for robbery and
other crimes. "I just wanted to
show them we could beat them."
Sherman was the first of the five
to be recaptured when he was
found a.day and a half later about
two mks from the prison.
Spurting blamed the escape on
Bill Seabold. the warden. "We
shouldn't be punished for getting.
out. It isn't our responsibility
stay in here, it's his responsibility
to keep us in. We shouldn't be
punished now just because he
dien't do his job."

All five inmates said their brief
flight to freedom was worth the
effort.
Most said their motivation from
the escape came from their belief
that any punishment they could
receive would not extend the
length of time they would have to
serve.
Spurting said he broke out "for
the freedom, I want some
freedom. We had a chance to take
some people hostage to get out of
the area, but we didn't want to
hurt anyone. We just wanted
freedom and were willing to take
our chances, but we didn't want to
hurt anybody."
Spurting and Floyd Cook, 35, of

Gravel Switch, a convicted rapist
serving life, were apprehended
June 18 near where Sherman was
found.
The Sun also interviewed Joseph
Montgomery, 27, of Louisville.
serving 31 years for murder and
other crimes, and Ronnie Hudson.
29, of Louisville, serving 42 years
for murder, who were captured
Wednesday afternoon in Taylor
County.
The three still at large Sunday —
Billy Hall, 25, of Paducah; Derek
Quintero, 26, of Clarksville, Tenn.;
and James Blanton, 29, of Perry
County:— were wanted in connec(Oont'd on page 2)

Company:
flawed tanker
moved to new
Nashville site
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API — A
derailed tanker that sent a plume
of toxic smoke from a phosphorus
fire across eight western Kentucky counties was moved to Radnor railroad yard in Nashville and
will be shipped back to the Stauffer Chemical Co. in Mt. Pleasant,
a C4344 spokesman said Sunday.
"All or nearly all of the
phosphorus is out of the tanker.
We wouldn't have moved it if there
was any question of danger," said
Ripley Watson, a spokesman for
CSX.
Watson said the rail lines were
opened early Sunday morning
after the car and tanker were
moved from the tracks. He said
trains which had backed up
because of the derailment began
moving through then.
The rail car itself was not moved, but the tanker was placed'on

Members of the Leadership Murray Alumni,from left: Bill %ells, Sheila Stank and Pat Miller sanders,sere
Murray-Calloway County Park for visiting parents during the second of three Murray Stale University Summer Orientations. The twollay orientation period is designed to ac'
quaint incoming freshmen and their parents vith the MSr'campus. faculty and staff, Numerous activities are
held on and off the campus throughout the weekend. MSU officials say they registered 417 new students this
session, just beating the 415 total for last session. The final orientation this summer will be held July 16-17. The
orientation sessions are sponsored by MSU, the Chamber of Commerce and Leadership Murray, with help
from area churches and organizations.
tirsninrier-eregm -Satirdaybight at the

(Coard on page 2)

Staff photo by Scott %Moon
6

4

to be closed periodically during
the pait two weeks for workers to
rescue grounded towboats and
dredge a deeper canal.
The-ArrifY-Corni-of-Engineiii closed the dam at Lock and Dam
53 at Olmsted, Ill., in order to keep
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For a good cause

Innsates...
(Cont'd from page I)
non with the murder last week of
an elderly Stewart County, Tenn.,
couple.
Hall was serving 23 years for
burglary and assault, Quintero 37
years for kidnapping and robbery,
and Blanton 48 years for murder.
Montgomery and Hudson are
believed to have gone to Stewart
County before traveling to Marion
and Taylor counties in Kentucky.
The two would not say if they
traveled with the three still at
large.
Authorities said they have
evidence the five inmates may
have been in Stewart County for a
few days before they split up.
There has been no public statement linking Montgomery and
Hudson to the murders.
Montgomery admitted going to
Tennessee. Hudson, however. said

Burgess dies in
one-car wreck

CoIlen Robinson of Wood Handcrafts of Lone Oak dries off some of her items after a rain shower during the
Land Between the Lakes Arts and Crafts Show this weekend at the:Fenton Access Area in LBL. The proceeds
of the two-day event went to W.A.T.C.H. and Need Line of Nfurray-. The show yy.,:is sponsored by the Xi Alpha
Phi chapter of Beta Simla Phi and the Tennessee Valley Authority. show officials were extremely pleased
with the turnout for the weekend.
staff photo 1: Scott +Milton

Area officials recover stolen cars

Two stolen cars were recovered
over the weekend by city and
county law enforcement officers
in separate incidents.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department recovered a 1982 Corvette Friday morning off of
Brooks Chapel Road, according to
Sheriff J.D. Williams. The car was
stolen from Underhill's Garage.
on Van Cleve Road. sometime

Thursday night, he said.
Owned by Ronny Fraiser of
Mayfield. the car was found on a
road in a wooded area just south of
Brooks Chapel Church. Williams
said. Though nothing was taken
from the car. the sheriff said he
suspected the thief planned to
return and strip the parts from it.
Murray Police Department officials recovered a 1985 Camero
Z-28 Sunday in a cornfield near the

Michael Scott Burgess, 25, Fancy Farm, was pronounced dead on
the scene of a one-car accident in
Carlisle County Sunday at approximately 6:10 a.m., according to
Kentucky State Police information officer Chuck Robertson.
Burgess was south bound on
Kentucky 301. three miles south of
Milburn, when he lost control of
his 1987 Mercury Cougar. ran off
the road. struck an embankment
and overturned. Robertson said.
The accident Was investigated
by KSP Trooper Tom Powell.

Oaks Country Club. according to
detective Charles. Peeler.

he had been advised by an attorney "not to say anything about
Tennessee."
The five escapees said the early.
morning breakout had been planned. All said that the steel tracks
holding their cell doors in place
nod been cut through for several
days prior to the breakout.
"It doesn't take long tp _ cut
through the door if you've got a
good blade," Cook said. "I had a
piece that was only about an inch
long. It took me about four days."
He said guards inspected his cell
and checked bars for cuts, but
didn't check the track holding the
bottom of the door in place. "They
spent most of their time looking
for home brew and stuff like that,"
he said.
Cutting the tracks allowed inmates to leave their cells and
enter a common walk area; where
they had access to an outside window that was covered on the inside
with a screen and outside with
bars.
The inmates didn't elaborate on
how they were able to cut the inside screen, remove the glass and
cut outside window bars.
Seabold said one theory is that
inmates assigned to cleanup
duties were making the cuts for
several days. He said one
possibility being investigated is
that the inmates were able to get
out of their cells at night.
Montgomery and Hudson would
not give many details of their
travels.
Hudson would only say he went
to Marion County to visit his
family. .
"That is all I wanted to do. is see
my family," he said

the National Weather Service in
The car, owned by Jeff Rogers.
Lexington.
was stolen Friday night from the
White said no rain was expected
Curris Center parking lot on
(Cont'd from page!)
for
most of the state before
Chestnut Street. Several parts had
the water level from dropping Saturday.
been removed from the vehicle in- 'above the dam.
Estill County received 0.08 of an
cluding the tires. seats. T-top,
Assistant Lockmaster Phillip inch of rain Sunday and Menifee
wheels and radio. Peeler said.
Slayden said it was the first time County received 0.04. he said, ad.
Investigations into the two inhe could remember that the dam ding that some other areas may
cidents are continuing.
had been completely shut off
have received much more.
There were also new restricA brief thundershower late
tions on the larger of two lock Saturday evening in Lexington left
chambers there after a tow ran 0.39 of an inch of rain in some
aground below the dam Sunday parts of the city..
residence of Howard Todd. 01 S
morning. The 1,200-foot chamber
Despite the rain, precipitation
Fourth St.. was burglarized
was locking through only empty totals for the year continued to slip
sometime Friday. Peeler barges or
less. Slayden said.
in Lexington. White said.
reported. A VCR and some rifles.
The upper gauge at Lock and
Only 0.61 of an inch of rain has
valued at approximately $.800. Dam 53 was about
16 feet Sunday
been
recorded all month. comwere taken in the incident, he said.
— 16.7 or 16.8 is the norm, he said
pared with a normal June rainfall
The home was entered by break— and the lower gauge was 5.8 feet
ing a window on the east side of the and falling slowly. The preferred expectancy of 3.50 inches. he said
The cold front that produced the
home while the residents were out depth for lower
pools is about 9 thundershowers broke Kentucky's
of town. Peeler said.
feet. according to the corps.
heat wave, however.
Blake said that the Coast Guard
After Saturday's record.
was still alternating north- and
breaking highs across the state —
southbound traffic through the
with many 100-plus readings —
Mound City section and that 54 temperatures dropped into the low
tows were waiting to go 90s across much
of the state
downriver, while 26 were in line to Sunday.
go up.
Covington. which had a high of
Meanwhile, thundershowers 102 on Saturday, fell to 86 on Sunbrought some brief downpours to day, while Louisville's Saturday
residents of southeastern Kenhigh of 101 made Sunday's 93 seem
tucky during the weekend.
tolerable.
"We gained a bit, but as far as
Paducah, however, experienced
alleviating the drought, it wasn't its fifth straight day
of
near enough," said Jim White of temperatures at 100 or
above when
the mercury reached 102 on Sunday. And Bowling Green was 98,
just a degree lower than Saturday.
Highs across the state are ex(Cont'd from page 1)
pected in the lower 80s today, acanother car and shipped to
Nashville, Watson said. He said coiting to the weather service.
CSX does not own the tanker and
will ship it back to Stauffer.
The last of those evacuated
because of the fumes from the (Cont'd from page I)
phosphorus fire were allowed to irom Eck Rose is one about usurreturn to their homes Saturday. pation of power and preserving insaid Don Armstrong, a spokesman dependence." Wilkinson said
for the Kentucky Division of Saturday. "I don't know of anyone
Disaster and Emergency that's placed legislative inServices.
dependence either under attack or
in question. I don't think anyone
has attempted to and anyone has
any desire to."
Rose said, "We don't think the
judicial branch should be getting
Free government commodities into the legislative branch, which
will be distributed Wednesday, is what the circuit court seems to
June 29, at the county road depart- be trying to do with the formation
ment's facilities on East of the committee." Corns has said
Sycamore Street between the that is not his intent.
Rose continued,. "We're not
hours of 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
preoccupied with bur power or
Anyone wishing to obtain these
with the governor's power or the
Items should bring proper identification. Persons picking up the judiciary's power. We simply are
items for another individual, must trying to fulfill our obligations as
bring a signed note of authorizathey relate to the constitutional
responsibility we have."
tion, according to Calloway County Judge-Executive George
Rose's statement said Corns
would be violating the constitution
Weaks' office.
himself if he incorporated the
It is extremely necessary for
committee's•recommendations inresidents to bring with them a bag
or box for carrying the items, a
to a final judgment ordering the
legislative and executive branches
spokesperson for the program
stated.
to enact a specific program.
The USDA Emergency Food
Wilkinson called the statement
unnecessary and wrong and said
Assistance Program is available
Corns is not trying to usurp the
to all eligible recipients
General Assembly's power.
regardless or race, color, national
orgin. sex or handicap.
"Their attitude is wrong," he
said.

Drought...

Wallets reported missing from two homes
The purse bandit struck again
sometime Friday night or/ early
Saturday morning at two
residences on Loch Lomond and
Woodlawn. according to Murray
Police Detective Charles Peeler.
Both homes were entered
through unlocked doors. Peeler
said. The thief got away with an
undetermined amount of cash

from the Loch Lomond residence
which he took out of the pocket of a
pair of pants. Peeler explained.
A wallet was taken from the
Woodlawn residence. also containing an undetermined amount of
cash, and was later found in a
wooded area behind the house.
said Peeler.
In an unrelated incident. the
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Warden seeking
answers for
Eddyville escape
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP — The
escape by eight dangerous
prisoners from the Kentucky State
Penitentiary can be blamed in
part on -complacency among
prison workers, operation procedures and inadequate funding.
the warden says.
The Paducah Sun reported in a
copyright article that Warden Bill
Seabold made his observations as
a special internal investigation
_committee returned to Frankfort
to report its findings and recommendations to Corrections
Secretary John Wigginton.
The eight inmates, four of them
convicted murderers, cut through
cell doors and window bars in
Cellhouse 3 on June 16. Five have
been captured. The cellhouse is
for Kentucky's most dangerous
and violent inmates.
Seabold said he hasn't seen the
report but expects to be briefed
this week
The warden said he had found no
evidence that any single corrections officer was guilty of gross
negligence, the newspaper
reported Friday.
-- But because-- officers and administrators couldn't remember a
previously successful escape from
the unit, he said, they developed a
false sense of confidence and were
too relaxed in following some
procedures.
"Perhaps things got too routine
as far as personnel enforcing some
of the procedures." Seabold said
Also, procedures existed that
should have led to the detection of
cuts in bars that hold cell doors in
place. and cuts in bars that cover
exterior windoWs. Seabold said.
"The inmates cfsd an excellent
job of hiding the cuts
but they
still should have been checked
closer." he said

The escape came as several
small fires broke out elsewhere in
the prison to divert officers
Now, a new policy requires officers to notify outside watch
towers whenever they leave their
post or think a disturbance may he
a diversion
Additional personnel also would
have helped prevent the breakout,
Seabold said, but the budget
doesn't permit staff additions
Had more officers been assigned
to Cellhouse 3, they could • have
helped with the fire while others
maintained watch, he said
Seabold also said that existing
policies were adopted when the
penitentiary housed less violent inmates and that the policies now
are abused by inmates.
Ten to 15 years ago. two-thirds
of the prisoners had committed
non-violent crimes and were serv.
ing terms of one to five years
Many were at Eddyville to be
close to their homes.
Today, 75 percent of the inmates
stand convicted of violent crimes
and are serving 20 years or more.
Seabold said at least 60 percent of
the 771 inmates have tried to
escape from a jail or institution
somewhere.
An example is the lonfstanding
policy that allowed Cellhouse 3 inmates to have personal items such
as TV sets, foot lockers, radios and
regular clothing. The items'
presence in cells made it easier to
hide knives, hacksaw blades and
other contraband.
Under emergency procedures,
the cellhouse's 160 cells were
subsequently stripped of personal
items and inmates now may have
only items issued by the prison.
Seabold said the condition of the
100-year-old Cellhouse 3 also adds
to security problems. Although
there have been recommendations
for several years that it be
renovated, he said, funds have not
been available. •
"It all gets back to the taX:
payer," he said. "They want
tougher sentences, but they aren't
willing to put out the money
necessary to carry them out."

Robert Anderson
pleads guilty
Robert J. Anderson, 53, pleaded
guilty to one count of theft of property over $100 Friday in Calloway
County Circuit, Court. A second
theft charge was disniissed
through a plea agreement, a court
spokesperson said.
Anderson was brought back to
Murray last week from New Port
Richey, Fla. on a governor's warrant by Calloway County Deputy
Billy Brandon.
Anderson received a five-year
prison sentence in court Friday,
which was discharged on conditionthat he pay restitution and other
fees, and commit no like offenses
for five years.
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PERSPEcTIVE
Commonwealth Comment
By Michael D. Ward
Question: What courts try panel be composed of enlisted
soldiers when they commit crimes men.
in peacetime and in the United
Then, just last year, the
States?
Supreme Court of the United
Answer: The role of the military States came down with a
in prosecuting its own for crimes monumental change in direction
committed has changed drastical- as far as military justice was conly over the years.
cerned. In the case of "Solorio vs.
Back in the more primitive and United States" the Supreme Court
early years of this country's ex- abandoned the service connection
istence the military took care of criteria for military court jurisdicits own . in a very quick and tion and stated that the jurisdicsometimes brutal fashion. Out on tion of a court martial depended
the western plains, for instance, at "solely on the defendant's status
remote calvary stations a soldier as a member of the armed forces,
committing a crime most likely not service connection".
would be tried, convicted and
In-short,4t-said-that-il-a-personpunished in a very quick manner was in the military service they,
with few rights afforded. This type could be tried by a court martial
of treatment gained the military regardless of where the offense
the reputation of "drum roll was committed. Apparently the
justice".
renovation of the military' justice
That has changed substantially system of 1969 brought it up to due
down through the years. However, process standards acceptable to
the lack of confidence in the the U.S. Supreme Court.
military justice system has afThe aftermath of the "Solorio"
fected its utilization up until re- decision has been that more and
cent times.
more offenses committed by
— --Forinstarine.ifTNT:-the'rritted--- Id1O1f -military initaraStates- Supreme Court ruled that lions are being referred back to
the jurisdiction of military courts the military for disposition. In
was limited to those offenses other words. the military justice
which were ''service connected". court martial systemnow has conIn its reasoning .the Supreme currentiurisdiction with the state
Court said that the military justice and federal authorities for th-e prosystem did not afford defendants secution of crimes committed by
with the traditional Fifth Amend- soldiers and sailors regardless of
ment rights to an indictment by a where they occur.
.
grand jury and the Sixth AmendThis latest decision has also pro.
ment right to a trial by jury.
vided some relief for the overSubsequent to that decision, crowded civilian dockets in those
basically the only criminal of- jurisdictions in which military infenses that could be tried in stallations are located. Now the
military courts were those corn; local prosecutor can - work
mitted by American GI.'s on ar- together with the military promy installations within the United secutor to refer back . to the
States. The decision did not affect military many of its case.; in order
overseas assignments. Therefore. to help relieve the overcrowded
a G.I committing a crime in docket
downtown Frankfurt. Germany.
Well known trial lawyer. F. Lee
could still be tried by the military Bailey, who has tried many cases
courts stationed there.
within the military justice system
In 1989. the military overhauled calls it the hest in the world. Apits justice system and afforded parently the Supreme Court
qualified legal counsel to all agrees and has basically placed
soldiers charged with a crime and court martials on the same
afforded a soldier a trial by "jury- footing, as far as due process and
- in this case a military panel. If the protection of individual rights
an enlisted man was tried he could are concerned, as the civilian
even request that one-third of the courts.

Looking Back
- Ten Jest-% ago
The United States Postal Ser.
vice has agreed to purchase a.site
on Chestnut Street for a new
postoffice facility to serve the
Murray area.
Houston.McIfevitt Clinic . Inc .
a corporation of physicians in
Murray. is resolving today.
1.uana Colson, Gail Tucker.
Chuck Williams and • John
Brinkley of Calloway County High
School placed 14th in National
Speech Tournament in Chicago.

meeting at Columbus. Ohio. He
chairman of Dairy Science
Department at Michigan State
University. Lansing.
_Thirty years ago
James Martin Turner. 20..Rt. 1.
Hardin, died from injuries sustained in a car-truck accident on .June
25 about five east of Hardin on
Highway sO.
Recent births reported at Mur
ray Hospital include a girl to Mn
and Mrs. Richard L Dody. a girl
to Mr. and _ Mrs. Perry Dockins
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs William
Bettis reported include a girl to G. Calhoun.
Mr and Mrs. Willis N Johnson.
Murray American Legion
May 17. and t1n girls to Mr. and Baseball Team beat Hickman
Mrs. Donnie Lyons. June 14.
Murray High School field. Robert
Charles and Elsie Thurman Ball and Jerry Grogan were Murhave opened their new School of ray pitchers.
Dance here.
. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ager and
Twenty years ago
son, Pete Ager and family of
Pie Gary Wilkinson, 20, son of Washington, D.C., have been the
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing R. Wilkinson. guests of Mrs. Lee Waldrop and
has been reported killed in action Mr. and Mrs. Grover Miller
in Vietnam.
Forty years ago
J. Field Montgomery is now serA hail storm and heavy winds on
ving as administrator of Murray. June 25 damaged crops in . difCalloway County Hospital.
ferent sections of the county:
Births reported include a boy to however the damage was not exMr. and Mrs. Frederick William tensive, according to County
Schmidt, June 24.
Agent S.V. Foy.
Dillard Roberts celebrated his
'Senator George E. Overbey
90th birthday on June 24.
spoke about "Trials and TribulaDr. Charles A. Lassiter, son of tions of Setting Up Radio Station
Mrs. Helen Lassiter of Murray. WNBS" at a meeting of Murray
was named a member of Board of Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Directors of American Dairy Club House.
Science Association at Annual
New parking meters have been
installed on South Fifth and West
Main Streets.
Mrs. Mayme Randolph is spending a month with her daughter.
•4
,44.1h 4
Mrs. Samuel Whitaker and Mr.
Whitaker of Marlow, Okla.
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Topsy-turvy _laws spin against doctor
By any measure, Margarida
Magalhaes,33, is a useful member
of our society.
She's a physician, but not the sort
who parks a Mercedes in the
hospital lot.
Her specialty is blood diseases.
She works at the University of Illinois'Hospital in Chicago, where
most of her patients are indigent,
and she is paid about $28,000 a year.
But she's not going to be doing
that much longer. She will soon be
booted out of this country.
That's because she came here
from Portugal seven years ago
under an "exchange visitor's visa"
to_getadvanced_inedical-training.
Under this visa, she has to leave
when her studies are finished or
after seven years. Her seven years
will end next month.
Why am I telling you about this?
Just to show how nutty laws can be.
I like telling nutty stories.
To begin. Dr. Magalhaes doesn't
want to leave the United States. She
has several reasons.
One is that while she was here,
she-nret feftm love with -and-mar:ried William Silverman, who is also
a physician. He specializes in
emergency medicine at a suburban
hospital.
Because Dr. Silverman is an
American, and prefers to-remain
one, he would like to have his wife
live with him in his country.
Second reason. If Dr. Magalhaes

he's now paying back.
And both would fall two years
behind in their medical training
and experience.
Another option. They can appeal,
which will delay Dr. Magalhaes'
blft
4
departure for a while.
:Y
But while their appeal is being
Mike Roykg studied
by the State Department,
she will have to stop her medical
work. returns to Portugal, it's unlikely
And it is likely that the appeal
that she'could practice medicine will be denied. That's because the
there. For some reason, Portugal State Department has a limited
has a glut of doctors.
number of reasons for letting soSo here we have someone who is meone like Dr.Magalhaes stay in
doing valuable work here, but this country.
we're telling -her that we want her -T-he --reasons - must- be to go where her skills really aren't "catastrophic" by State Depart-i
needed.
ment standards.
Naturally, she and her husband
And what's "catastrophic?" The
are trying to find a way for her to person has a disease that can be
stay here. They've written to treated only in the U.S. Or the persenators, talked to the immigration son's homeland is having a civil
authorities and the State war or some other dangerous
Department.
upheaval. Or the person needs
And here's the deal.
political asylum.,
She can g-o back to Portugal for
As. Dr. Silverman says, "The
two years and then apply for L.S. fact that a family would be
raidency an-Up-rotary-fetlifii:— —separated isn't cortidered
The problem with that is that she catastrophic.
would then be separated from her
"I'm looking at the calendar,
husband, which is not a pleasant counting the days to when my wife
prospect.
has to leave. And there's Reagan
Of course, he could go to Portugal and Gorbachev discussing human
with her for the two years. But he rights. And Reagan was criticizing
wouldn't be able to practice the bureaucracy in Russia for
medicine there. And he'd become separating families while the
a deadbeat on the student loans bureaucracy here is separating me

Pressed by Jesse Jackson, as to
whether he would use "military
force." against South Africa, inclutling the "use of bombs inside
South Africa.".Michael Dukakis,
last week, left the door wide open.
"Well, I've laid out that policy.
Jesse, and yes, one aspect of a
tough anti-terrorist policy is the use
of military force against terrorist
base camps. But there are many
ways to attack terrorism, one one
way to do it is to get tough on South
Africa, and that means the Dellums
bill, and that means the United
States leading the effort to make
that an international boycott..."
t emphasis added i.
Well, if we are to awaken some
morning in 1989. to learn that U.S.
carrier-based F-18s have been
hammering suspected RENAMO
camps in the Transvaal, an act of
war against a country said to
possess nuclear weapons, Candidate Dukakis ought to let us
know, now, exactly what he has in
mind.
This idiocy, that the U.S. align
itself-militarily with the bankrupt.
corrupt Marxist regimes _ of
southern Africa. against South
Africa, has now gone far beyond
liberal fantasizing.
Jesse Jackson is: insisting the
I femocratic Platforin brand South
Africa "a terrilrist state.' and is
clamoring for U.S. military-aid to
Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Late
in May, he was joined by The New
York Times, which, it the giddiness
of the summit, endorsed a
Washington-Moscow axis "to tell
Pretoria what the world thinks of
destablization and apartheid." If
ever there was a manifestation of
collective mental illness, surely.
this hare-brained scheme is it.
Like a pair of house cats unable
to distinguish between a noisy

neighborhood puppy, and a silent.
killer-Doberman, the Times has
lost the capacity to differentiate
between flawed friend and
strategic enemy.
Lest we forget: The Soviet Union
has 10,000 nuclear warheads aim
ed at the United States, Moscow is
de-stabilizing Central America:
constructing a subversive base
camp in Nicaragua; while South
Africa is holding the Soviet Empire
and its Gurkhas at bay in Angola.
What, in God's name, has South
Africa ever done to .the United
States, to justify Dukakis' considering air strikes against the
beleaguered country?
In his increasingly bold
statements that communism is no
longer America's enemy, but apartheid is. Jesse Jackson speaks for
an ever-increasing segment of the
American Left: and he is dragging
the Democratic Party leftward
with him. Indeed, in the struggle
for the future being waged in Africa
and Latin America, Jackson is
dragging Dukakis and the party
over onto the Communist side.
Friendly to both Castro and
Ortega. Jesse is openly supportive
of Dos Santos in Angola and "Comrade Bib" Magabe in Zimbabwe;
he wants the contras and UNITA
jettisoned, Marxist Angola
recognized, Mozambique and Aimbabwe provided U.S. weapons,and
South Africa declared a terrorist
state, against which the U.Navy
is to make bombing runs. And
evidently, his light-weight Bay
State friend, Dukakis,is going right
along with him.
As I have written before, this implacable hostility to the Boer
Republic is not rooted in any
abiding love for the black people of
Crossroads of Soweto, but in an all.
consuming hatred of the white rill.
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Syndicated
columnist

ing class in South Africa. That
hatred, pressed upon "soft on
racism" is driving this country into one blunder after another.
Imposing sanctions over this
president's veto, Congress produced precisely the consequences
predicted: U.S. firms sold out;
black jobs were wipedout: social
programi were abandoned;
Pretoria toughened its position on
apartheid; U.S. influence was virtually wiped out; and then ex2
tremist party gained in power.
'I simply do not understand the
morality or wisdom of a policy that
measures its success by how many
jobs it destroys, says Margaret
Thatcher: the iron lady has more
moral courage than Diogenes could
find in a month of Sundays on
Pygmy Hill.
Before Congress plunges ahead
with Dellums-Dukakis, Americans
should reflect on a U.S. Bureau of
Mines report that the proposed ban
on South African minerals will cost
the U.S. economy near $2 billion.
and jeopardize 4.000 U.S.jobs. Why
do it? Existing sanctions have
already increased U.S. dependence
on Soviet Europe for vital
minerals. But then, buying from
Leninists is apparently less of a
moral embarrassment than buying
from segregationists.)
Much of this now-routinized
beating up of South Africa is done
for the most contemptible of
motives: To pander to Jesse, to
buff one's credentials as a "fighter
for human rights," to suck up to
Moscow, to serve as cheap
substitue for standing up to
America's real enemies.
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By hen Wolf
The following word of caution
(written by a 19th century attorney
general of England) might be addressed to all modern bureaucrats
who are fond of saying: "but we've
never done it that way here."
A precedent embalms a
„.

principle.
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If the American Left wants a
crusade on behalf of suffering
black people, perhaps the proposal
of Willima Pascoe of Heritage
Foundation will find merit. Given
that Gorbachev's man in Ethiopia,
Colonel Mengistu, has now set
about starving to death 3 million
people in Eritrea and Tigre provinces, to crush their rebellion as
Stalin once crushed the rebellious
Ukraine, why not an American cutoff of aid JD Ethiopia, and imposition of Western sanctions, and
• Reagan Doctrine military
assistance to the rebels to rid
Africa of the most odious tyrant the
Third World has produced to since
Pol Pot.
-At the 11th annual.TransAfrica
dinner last week, where "Bring
Back Nelson Mandela" was the hit
tune, ailing TV anchor Max Robinson arrived, wearing The Order of
African Redemption, given him in
1972 by Liberian President William
Tolbert.
Five years earlier, I too, met
then-Vice-President Tolbert in
Monrovia. Gregarious, friendly,
pro-American like his Cabinet, he
was a delightful host. If memory
serves, they threw his body into a
roadisde ditch: and his Cabinet
ended up. tied to stakes on the
beach, being executed,one by dne,
to the cheers of the mob. Before
Mr. Dukakis puts the United States
on the side of Marxist revolution in
South Africa, he might reflect a
moment on what D.W. Brogan called "the price of revolution."

30Ik 700$

The Only REAL Italian Pizza
16" PIZZA

Yet, here we have someone who
came here legally, paid taxes every
year, has a useful, humanitarian
profession, and she's being shown
the door.
In many big cities, entire subcultures of foreign dope pushers
have flourished. They commit gang
murders. knock-off cops and make
millions of dollars. They come and
go, and the law can't keep up with
them.
But a physician who works with
the poor, and is married to an
American, is told to take a walk.
Sometimes I think that we should
try having a psychiatrist as
president.

Will Dukakis go to war against South Africa?

W Al.TER L. APPERSON, Publisher
TEL) DELANEY. Circulation & Production Manager
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
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and my wife:'
He does have a point. And he
didn't even
mention • the
"catastrophic" aspects of two
reasonably young people who, I
assume, have normal impulses,
spending the next two years billing
and cooing by long distance phone
calls.
But what makes this even nuttier
is that this country has been engaged in a campaign to persuade illegal aliens to drop in at their local
immigration office so that they can
be declared legal under the new
laws.
We've been practically begging
illegals to come forward so they
don't have to worry about being
shipped out anymore.

Royko
Says
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before noon for same day
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Senior Nashville tour planned

Hill enlists in Air Force

Richard J. Hill, son of Max Hill and Sara J. Hill of Murray. has
enlisted in the Air Force, according SSgt." Mark A. Rumfelt, Air Force
recruiter at Paducah. Upon successfully graduating from the Air
FOR TUE:SPAY. JUNE 28, 1988
Force's six-week basic training course at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas, Hill is scheduled to receive technical training in the AdLIBRA
ARIES •
(Mar. 21 to Apr_ 19)
Zfit ministrative aptitude career field. Hill, a 1988 graduate gf Calloway
gle (Sept. 23 to ('let.22)
Disagreements could arise with • Its not the best time to get your County High School, will be earning credits toward an Associate Degree
others. It's best not to force issues or ideas across to others. - though in Applied Sciences through the Community College of the Air Force
to give unsolicited advice. There may intellectual work is favored. Study. while attending basic and technial training Schools.

Frances Drake

be a change in plans about a trip or an grow Wise, but don't expect much
feedback now.
educational concern.
are dismissed
SCORPIO
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
CIE
Per (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
There may be a tendency to argue following:
Ifs a poor day for money matters in
Stella Barnhill. Joenell Rayburn and Mary Thurman. all of
general. Watch out for arguments where money is concerned today. It's Murray, and Vivian McWherter of Puryear.
Tenn.. from Western Bapa time, to begin budgets and, to be,
with - close- . ties about _ finacl.
tist; John Farmerand Daniel Snee_d of Murray from Lourdes. .
more
economical.
Shoppers
concerns. Attend to hills and keep
are at a
disadvantage.
track of expenditures.
":iSsetir
SAGITTARR'S
GEMINI
( Nov. 22 to Dec_ 23)
(May 21 to.June 20)
de
Maj. Keith A. Vasseur, son of Dwight and Audrey Vasseur. Rt. 7. MurDon't feel badly if you don't get
Competition is felt in business and
has been decorated with the Army Achievement Medal in West Gerray„
your
way
today.
With both partners
you may also be faced with extra
responsibilities in Connection with a and family members you need to be many. The medal is awarded to soldiers for meritorious service, acts of
courage or other accomplishments. Vasseur is a brigade training officer
partnership. Guard against disputes cooperative now.
with the 130th Engineer Brigade. He is a 1968 graduate of Benton High
CAPRICORN
this morning.
(Dec. 22 to.lan. 19)
School and a 1975 graduate of Murray.State Universq.
CANCER
Little things could get you upset
(June 21 to July 22)
,You may not make as much now. Try not to be resentful in any
headway at work as you'd like. Don't way. It's a time to catch up on
neglected tasks. Keep busy and you
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mattingly of Big Sandy. Tenn., are the parents of
let
temperame
nt , undermine
. ,
_.
efficiency. Extra concentration is wontget -depressed. • ••
a son, David Daniel,-weighing nine pounds twoounces. born-on Monday.
AQUARIUS
needed to get ahead now.
June 20, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
LEO
C*
I
Traci Anne Underwood. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry MattingIf it's not you, then it's the other ly of Big Sandy and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Underwood
(July 23 to Aug.22)
of Paris. Tenn. GreatProblems could arise in connection fellow who's difficult to get along grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mattingly and E:velina Bramble. all
with
now.
Extra
responsibili
with a child today. If you renew a
ties
of Big Sandy, Mrs. Wade Jackson of Paris and Mrs. Walter Underwood.
relationship from the past today. be could arise in connection with a club
of Puryear, Tenn.
aware of how this person has activity.
PISCES
changed.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
VIRGO
Slow down. Your tendency is to
Aug.23 to Sep(22)
SEs
Mr. and Mrs. 'John Humphries Jr of 610 Robinhood Dr.. Jackson.
Once you give yourself a chance to/ force issues where business is
cool down, you'll make thi- right concerned today. Though you may Miss., are the parents of a son. John Stuart ! Jay i III. weighing seven
decision concerning . a domestic feel that you're not getting the pounds two ounces. born on Wednesday. June S. at Woman's Hospital.
Jackson. The mother is the former Leigh Anne Forsythe. Grandparents,
matter. Responsibilities at home must recognition you deserve. perservere.
IF BORN TODAY you are meant to are Mr. and Mrs. John Humphries of Brandon, Miss.. J.R. Forsythe of
be dealt with now.
do your own thing. At times your Springville. Tenn., and Mrs. Betty Brake of Hamlin.
energies come in fits and starts.
Period of productivity may be
.10
followed by spells of inactivity. A
good education in the field of your
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Patrum Jr. of Puryear. Tenn.. are the parents of
choice will certainly help you achieve
a daughter. Amanda Jo. weighing eight pounds 12 ounces. born on Sunyour goals. Music may be an
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
day, June 12. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
exctip,tional talent, though other
former Patricia Lynn Raines. Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Lonnie
creative fields are open to you as
WKROID JORN (A.NIA
30,
Patrum Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Raines. all of Paris.-Tenn.
,1111
well. A professional career, such as
liTIFIGF
writing, teaching, law. or medicine
9:19
•••• Passes
would bring you a sense of
fulfillment. Birthdate of: Gilda
5 DAYS ONLY•ENDS TUE
Radner. actress: -Richard Rodgers.
POLTERGEIST (1:111)
011:10)
composer:. Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
HARTFORD,Conn.(API — Not mistake many people make when
7:86
philosopher.
ONLY
having a "rainy day"
they are planning their
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Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
June 29.
Bridge with Doris Johnson.
phone 759-1126, as hostess will
start at 9:30 a.m.
Golf with Sue Wells, phone
753-3671. as hostess will begin at 9
a.m. Anyone not listed in the lineup may come and be paired at the
tee.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 — Meese Norsworthy,
Martha Ryan, Debbie Dittman and
Sue Thweatt
Tee 2A — Berlene Brewer, Mary
Foster, Laura Parker and Mary C.
Lamb;
Tee 2B — Angie Glisson, Jeanna
Brandon, Vickie Crick and Jim- •
mie Cothran;
Tee 3 — Margaret Maddox,
Joanne Honefanger, Erma Tuck
and Peggy Noel;
Tee 4A — Wanda Brown, Pat
McClain, Irene Woods and Carol
Dick:
Tee 4B — Shirley Wade,
Florence Hensley, Ada Roberts
and Gloria McLaughlin;
Tee 5 — Grace James, Marlene

Beach, Mable Rogers and Belinda
Elliott;
Tee 6 — Martha Broach, Lee
Christenberry, Linda Oliver and
Sue Stone;
Tee 7 — Mary Alice Garner,
Nancy Rogers, Vickiebliver and
Doris Rose:
Tee 7B — Vickie. Singleton,
Isabel Parks, Crystal Parks and
Bronda Parker;
Tee 9 — Sue Wells. Melva Hatcher, Linda Roach and Kathryn
Outland.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, June 22, have been released
by Grace James, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight — Wanda
Brown;
First flight — Vickie Singleton;
Second flight — Nancy Rogers:
Third flight — Joan
Honefanger
Fourth flight — Mary &lice
Garner;
Fifth flight — Marge Foster:
Low putts — Mary Wells;
Most putts — Gloria
McLaughlin:
Middle man — Marlene Beach.
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FISH DINNER

$2.49

Each dinner includes twO
golden brown fish fillets,
natural cut french fries,
creamy cole slaw and two
Southern style hush puppies

CaptainIN,
%me,A great little seafood place.,
411.
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'Rainy Day'fund best

STARTS WED 6 29
0141!All.

753-9383 Chestnut Hills Shoe e in Center

finances.

A cushion for emergencies, even
If it's fairly modest like one
month's salary is a reasonable
goal, says Dave Pickett. a financial and estate planning consultant to Aetna Life Insurance & _Annuity Co. For most families.
Pickett says, this can mean the
difference between inconvenience
and serious hardship.
Pickett says such a fund should
be easily available in a money
market fund or a passbook savings
account.

An Opryland Hotel-Country Christmas tour for Dec. 17-19 has been
planned by Toopie Thomas Moore, Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens' Tour Director. This will be a two-night stay at the Opryland
Hotel for Dec. 17-10 in Nashville, Tenn. The Country Christmas dinner
feast and musical revue. "Nashville Now" or the Grand Ole Opry, the
Country Christmas Crafts Fair, and the city sight-seeing tour, and
"Story Telling by the Starts" will be featured. Before leaving Nashville.
the group will have time for shopping, returning back home at 5:30 p.m.
on Monday, Dec. 19. A deposit of $50 will confirm your reservation Inonrefundable unless you can be replaced with the balance to be paid by
Friday, Dec. 2. The price will be $220 per person for two persons in a
room. For more information and reservations call Mrs. Moore at
753-0929 or 753-8274.

Perrin named to Dean's List
Robert D. Perrin_Jr., son of Robert and Norma Perrin of Murray. has
been named for the Prestigious Dean's List at Embry-Rlddle
Aeronautical University of Prescott. Ariz To be eligible for this honor.
the student must have at least a 3.5 grade point average. Perrin has
completed four years toward a. five-year degree- in aeronautrua
engineering.

CO/e,ti- h C'd()1l .1-C1/11/( )/1 ,all1/-1/:1
The Coles-Shelton family reunion will be Saturday. July 2. in the Community Room of _the_ North Branch of Peoples Bank.-The event -will be •
from 10 a.m. to.5 p.m. A potluck lunch will be served at noon All family
members and friends are invited and urged to attend. Also members are
asked to bring pictures, etc.. to share with other family members

Concert sartiakiv at church
The Signs of Love from Christ for The Nations in Dallas. Texas, will be
singing and doing sign language in a concert at Christian Fellowship
Church. Briensburg. on Thursday. June 30, at 7 p m Dr J T. Parish.
senior pastor of the church. invites the public to attend

Bethel revival this week
Bethel United Methodist Church is holding revival serces through
friday. July 1. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis is the evangelist for services at
7:30 p.m. nightly. The church and the pastor. the Rev F:ulas Greer. in.
vite the public to attend.

Students selected
Joy Bomba of Murray High
School and Jennifer Robyn Green
of Calloway County High School
have been selected to participate
in the 19&8 Kentucky Lions All.
State Band
The band will be assembled to
participate in the 71st International Lions Club Convention and
Parade to be held In Denver,
Colo., June 18 through July 2.
Bomba. a resident of 521 South
13th St.. Murray. plays percussion
in the Murray High School Band
She will be a senior this fall.
She received superior rating in
solo and ensemble competition:
named outstanding band member
in freshman and sophomore
years: outstanding senior band
member in 19S7-5S: named to all
district band- 19s6. 1987 and 1988:.
has been on honor roll every

Ladies plan golf play
Ladies of Murray Country Club Nance. Kathy Rayburn and Janet
will play golf on Wednesday. June Fitch:
29, at 9 a.m.
Tee 6B — Billie Cohoon, Freda
Peggy Shoemaker and Sherry Steely, Peggy Shoemaker and
Gibbs will be hostesses. Anyone Sherry Gibbs;
not listed in the line-up may come
Tee 7 — Pat Claypool, Mary F.
and be paired at the tee.
Bell. Wilda Purdom and Frances
The line-up is as follows: RielleY;
Tee IA — Jerlene Sullivan, BetTee 8 — Rebecca Irvan. Rebecty Stewart, Tonya Fike and Inus ca West, Beth Belote and Lois
Orr;
Keller;
Tee 1B — Betty Lowry, Venela
Tee 9 — Aileen Castrale, Marion
Sexton. Ethelene McCallon and Poole, Marie Lassiter and Marti
Toni Hopson
Erwin.
Tee 3A — Diane Villanova, Della
Winners of regular golf play dn
Miller, Sherry Morris and Rainey Wednesday, June 22, have been
Apperson;
announced by Betty Lowry and
Tee 3B — Margaret Shuffett. Sue Brown, hostesses, as follows:
Evelyn Jones, Martha S. Ryan and
Championship flight — Jerlene
Hazel Hill:
Tee 4 — Kesha Sullivan, Dana Sullivan, first. Inus Or, second;
First flight — Betty Stewart,
Stonecipher, Madelyn Lamb and
first,
Venela Sexton, second;
Lula Bingham;
Second flight — Tonya Fike,
Tee 5A — Louise Lamb,Anna M.
Adams, Marie Chaney and Nancy first, Sue Brown, second:
Third flight — Marie Chaney,
Haverstock ;
Tee 5B — Carole Edwards, first, Nancy Haverstock, second;
Fourth flight — Pat Claypool.
Edith Garrison, Norma Frank and
first, Kathy Rayburn, seCond;
Betty Scott;
Low putts — Betty Stewart.
Tee 6A
Janet Wallis, Marie

quarter except one, won second
place in Foreign Language
Festival
Green. a resident of Kt 2. Hazel.
plays French horn in the Calloway
County High Schooi-Band She will
be a junior this fall. She was named to All-District
band in 1987-88. named for allstate tryouts, named for Senior
Qua4 State 1957-SS. and received
II in solo ensemble competition
A total of 56 students, two directors and six additional chaperones •
arrived on the campus of Murray
State University campus on Friday. June 24. to prepare for the
parade and concerts associated
with the convention
In addition to marching with the
Kentucky delegation in the
120-unit parade. composed of entkies from throughout the free
World. the band has been invited to
march with the West Virginia
delegation
They will participate in other
convention activities. tour Denver
and attend Six Flays Over Mid.
Americaat St. Louis, Mo.. 1;refore
returning to Murray on July 3
Members are nominated to the
band by their high school band
directors Not only are they
Outstanding musicians, but are
quality students and ambassadors
for their corurnunities and for the
state of Kentucky.
The band held a short rehearsal
concert outside Eliabeth Hall.
Murray State University. oreSunday evening: followed by a pizza
party.
Members also attended "Guys
and Dolls" at Playhouse in
Murray-calloway County Park on
Saturday evening.
Lions Clubs International has
L35 million members in 40,000
clubs in 162 nations and
geographical areas.
In KeAtucky there are approximately 87500 Lions in 150 clubs, as
well as approximately 1,500
Lionesses in 57 Lioness clubs. In
excess of 30,000 Lions, Lionesses
and Leos, along with members of
their families, are expected to attend the 1988 Lions International
convention.

Monday
Night
Buffet

This
Wesks
Shoe's!

Large Bar-B-0
& French Fries

2for 1

$219

5 pan. - 8 p.m.
Donnie Hendrix
on Piano

DARCY'S
753-0900

•
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--)oecial Good June 27-July 2

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

---r
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Coming community events are listed
Monday,June 27
Vacation Bible Schools will be
as follows: Blood River Baptist
Church at6 p.m.; Palestine United
Methodist Church at 7 p.m.; Elm
Grove Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Bible Class I nondenominational I will meet at 7 p.m. at New
Life Christian Center, east side of
courtsquare in downtown Murray.
————
Blood River Baptist Associational WMU will meet at 10 a.m. at
Briendsburg Baptist Church in
Marshall County and at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Tuesday,June 28
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
————
Vacation Bible Schools will be
as follows: Elm Grove Baptit
Church at 6:30 p.m.; Palestine
United Methodist Church at 7
p.m.; Blood River Baptist Church
at 6 pm
Funday for Grades 5-8 will be
from 11 a..m. to 1 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club Each should bring a
sack lunch
————
Memorial Baptisi Church Puppeteers will perform at Kenlake
State Park at 7:30 p.m.
————
Junior Golf Clinic will be at 8:30
a.m for ages 8-11 and at 9:30 a.m.
for ages 12 and up at Murray Country Club

•

Tuesday, June 28
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 0:30
a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
————
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church Women will meet
at 1 p.m. at church, antiater to
Fern Terrace Lodge.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Day Camp for 7-9 year
olds and Mothers' Day Out at 9:30
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Visitation at 6:45 p.m.
————
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St.'Leo's Catholic
Church.
Women's Support Group. sponsored by Spouse Abuse Hotline and
Safehouse of Murray, will meet at
12:30 p.m. in basement of
Woodmen of World building, South
Third and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4050.
Wednesday,June 29
Ladies' events at Oaks Country
Club will be golf at 9 a.m. and
bridge at 9:30 aril:
————
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play,galf at 9 a.m.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m for activities by senior citizens.
————
Vacation Bible Schools will, be
held as follows: Blood River Baptist Church at 6 p.m.; Palestine
United Methodist Church at 7
p.m.; Elm Grove Baptist Church
at 6:30 p.m.
————
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc. Board of Directors will meet
at central office, 400 North Fifth
St.. Mayfield, at 2 p.m.
————
Junior Golf Clinic for ages 8 to 11
will be at 9:30 a.m. and for ages 12
and up at 10:30 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.

The Single's Organizational
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce building
For information call Pam at
759-1105. Ken at 753-6935. Paul at
759-4-415 or Sarah at 7534799,
————
Officers of Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 7 p.m
————
Murray TOPS take off pounds
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Cornrtiwnity
Members of Murray Art Guild
Room. Glendale Road. For inforwill meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. to
mation call 753-9303.
paint. Anyone interested is invited
————
to join.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Events in Land Between the
'NOS at 930 a m. and Story Hour Lakes will include Parents and
at 1030 a.m
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
————
at 10:30 a.m.
Health Express of Murray.
————
Calloway County Hospital will be
Events in Land Between the
at Hilltop Kash Market at Canton
Lakes will include Between Rivers
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Sowell's
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
Wee Mart at Aurora from 12:30 to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
2:30 p.m Blood pressure, vision
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
and glaucoma screenings and
a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
Cancer Colon kits will be offered,
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
————
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Cancer Support Group will meet Center.
at 2 p.m. in board room of. Murray————
Calloway County Hospital..
National Scouting Museum will
————
,be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Alzheimer's Support Group will
information call 762-3383.
meet at 4:30 p.m. in board room of
————
Murray -Calloway County
Summer Showcase will be
Hospital.
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
————
Stables, Curris Cenler, Murray
Living with Diabetes will meet
State University.
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
————
of Murray-Calloway County
Covenant Prayer Group will
Hospital.
meet at 10 a.m. at First United
————
Methodist Church.
AA will meet at American
————
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Welcome New Youth Picnic and
Maple Streets.
Bible Study of Memorial Baptist
————
Church will be at 5:30 p.m. at
Senior citizens' activities will be
Murray-Calloway County Park.
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
————
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Events at Memorial Baptist
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 Church will include prayer
p.m. at Ellis Center.
meeting, GAs and RAs at 7 p.m.
————
and Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
————
Lakes will include Between Rivers
Events at First Baptist Church'
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VanCuren receives scholarship

Wednesday,June 29
will include Day Camp for 7 to 9
year-olds at 9:30 a.m.; Bible Study
at 9:45 a.m.; Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.; Klaymata supper and
fellowship at 6 p.m.; prayer
meeting at 6:45 pm.; Sanctuary
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————

HENDERSON, Tenn. — Emily
Michaux VanCuren, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dunn of Hazel,
was awarded the Waldron Accounting Scholarship for the 1988-89
school year at Freed-Hardeman
College.
She is a junior majoring in ac-

leadership qualities and Christian
character traits.
Freed-Hardeman College provides a liberal arts education in a
Christian environment. Five baccalaureate degrees are offered,
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of
Arts, Bachelor of Business Administration, Bachelor of Science
in Education and Bachelor of
Social Work.

Kathy Calhoun gets
degree at Memphis
Kathy A. Calhoun received her
Doctor of Medicine degree from
the University of Tennessee College of Medicine at Memphis,
Term., on Friday, June 3.
She graduated with high honors
for superior academic achievement in the class of 160 students.
Miss Calhoun is a member of
Alpha Omega„ Alpha national
honor medical society whose student membership is based entirely
upon scholarship. personal honesty and potential leadership.
• She will begin her transitional

Hello
Stranger!

internship at University of Tennessee Medical Research Center
Hospital at Knoxville, Tenn., on
July 1.
Later she will continue with a
three-year anesthesiology residency at University of Alabama at
Birmingham.
Callioun is the daughter of Mrs.
Ruth Calhoun of Murray and the
late Paul Calhoun.
She was valedictorian of her
graduating class at Calloway
County High School and graduated
Summa Cum Laude from Murray
State University. She later
graduated from Baptist
Technological School at Nashville
where she then taught and worked
in the lab Store there before starting to medical school.

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

Emily Michaux VanCuren
counting at the college. Mrs. VanCuren is a 1985 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Mrs. VanCuren was also placed
on the President's List for the 1988
spring semester. To be eligible for
inclusion on the list, a full-time
student must earn a 3.30 or above
grade point average based on a 4.0
scale.
Eighty-five Freed-Hardeman
College students were
beneficiaries of scholarships this
year. The students received
$52,737 in scholarships from 62 individuals, businesses and
organizations.
Recipients of the scholarships
were selected for academic
achievements, demonstrated

tf4
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Asst Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

EZELL BEAUTY SCHOOL

Alterations & Winter Storage

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

Introduces

Sloppy Joes Casualwear in Carefree Fabrics.
*Rompers
*Shorts & Tops
*Skirts & Tops
Available In Regular & Petite Sizes
*Also Plus Size Tops
Available Only In Beauty Salons

$2
5°
Each

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats (Pleats Extra)

See Our New Line Of Jewlery & Paul Mitchell Products
See Us For Complete Hair, Skin & Nail Care Services

1,

306 N 4th

Kathy A. Calhoun

Hours: 8:00 to 4:30 M-F

$1.50 Each
Expires 7-2-88

753-4723

THE BIG BLOWOUT IS HERE!!

CORN-AUSTIN'S
FAMOUS STOREWIDE
CLEARANCE SALEM
STARTS TOMORROW!!

SAVE!SAVE!SAVE!SAVE
UP TO

50%,

MORE!

MENS
SUMMER
SPORTCOATS

DRESS
PANTS

1 RACK
VALUES TO '150"

50%

1/2

NOW

OFF

PRICE'

DRESS

TIES

GREAT SELECTION

SHIRTS

ALL

SUITS
AS LOW AS

S 1 999!

50% OFF
ENTIRE
SELECTION

SHOES
1/2

JUNIOR &

8991

PRICE!

SPROTSWEAR

BELTED CASUAL

KNIT

PANTS

SHORTS

$41 299

1/2 PRICE

VALUES TO '28"

SHIRTS
50% oc
Young.Men's

1 GROUP

Young Men

WOVEN

TOPS

SPORTSHIRTS
$999 II

$499 TO $1 499!

5001

OF F

CASUAL
PANTS
$1699!

SUMMER

SKIRTS &
SWEATERS

50%

GREAT LOOKS!

MISSY

50%

SWIMWEAR

50%
OFF!

OFF!

GREAT SELECTION

DRESSES

SELECTED GROUP

ACCESSORIES
1/
2

5

0% OFF!

PRICE

THIS IS THE SALE YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!
MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW! BE THERE EARLY!
402 MAIN
MURRAY

OFF

CORN-AUSTIN

KY OAKS MAIL
PADUCAH
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Newton remains with Racers;
SMU still searching for coach
MSU mentor not planning to leave soon

By CLAY WALKER
most difficult thing for me to do,"
Sports Editor
he added. "I'm glad that I didn't
Nearly four months after Steve
have to do that."
Newton impressed the college
Newton said that he would meet
basketball world. Murray State
with MSU president Dr. Kala
University can rest assured that
Stroup today to inform her of his
its head coach will guide the
standing, and continue to work
Racers for at least_ one more
with Athletic Director Michael
season.
Strickland in finding a new assis"I was torn emotionally and I'm
tant coach. A spot on MSU's staff
not sure that I . would have acbecame available when Charles
cepted it had I been given the'
Cunningham left Murray for a
nod." Newton said on Sunday after
position at Western Kentucky
learning that he was not selected
University,two weeks ago.
by Southern Methodist University
Murray . State's basketball
as its new head basketball coach.
camps continue this week as well,
Newton, who led Murray State
with junior high school teams
to a 22-9 record and knocked off
checking in on Sunday for,a weekNorth Carolina State 78-75 in the
long session.
--Steve Newton .
NCAA tournament, was among
Newton said being a candidate
Staying put
the -four favorites for the SAIU job
for
the SW:job and the accompawhich was left open when Dave their list of likely choices
-411,6,144,4
nying media attention was tiring
for
the
•au
7.41/fit,
Bliss resigned to take over the job-and -after an informal inter- and he
is ready to settle back into
s.4ts,‘
University of New Mexico's pro- view in Dallas on Wednesday.
•
"
the his normal summer schedule.
gram.Over the weekend. Murray State coach said that
"I always plan for the worst and
however, Newton received aletter there was "a high degree of work
Trent and Velvet Jones (left) shot a 123. the best score in the 2.8-year
for the best.- he said. "It's
history of the Kings and Queens golf
from SAW Athletic Director Doug mutual interest."
tournament at Murray Country Club Saturday and Sunday. Roy Cothran
been
a
little bit of a distration. but
and sue Hickerson (center) won
Single informing him that he was
Newton, however, said that lear- it's flattering when people are inthe first flight and Charles and Hilda Jackson claimed the second
staff photo Dv ('W %slier
flight.
no longer a candidate.
ning he Was no longer a candidate terested in you.
Single said that the university was more of a relieve than a
"It's a real credit to our pro4-hopes to fill the position by July 10
disappointment.
gram when people on our staff are
It was Single who contacted
"I'm not disappointed. I'm real- sought after for other positions.
'Newton some three weeks ago ly looking forward to'continuing at and.
as I've said, when someone is
about the position. Single received Murray State," Newton said
interested I think that I need to
175 applicants for the opening. 35 "That's what our plans have been
listen.
of whom are already Division I and that's what they still are.
"Being selected to the final
head coaches. Sources close to the
"Leaving this particular basket. three or four has to be considered
SMI: program had Newton on ball family would have been the
(Cont'd on page 7)
By CLAY WALKER
tion in 1980. Velyhet owned the
eligible for prizes. he and wife
Sports Editor
course as a Lady'Tiger before
Kesha eame in at 131.
It was the first time that
she was graduated in 1983. In
Roy Cothran and Sue Hicker-Trent and Velvet Jones had
1982, she even brought home a
son had never met until they
ever teamed in a tournament
state championship.
were ready to tee off Sunday.
Irly 'the Associated
thodox :-!v le of Spinks. the 31-year-old,,former light
played on their home course.
Together, the pair was
but the two shot rounds of 69
ATLANT
IC
CITY.
N J - \Nit- Tv-sw,
heavyweight champion who rarely looks impressive
After Sunday. however, playing
unbeatable.
and 64 to win the first flight at
undisputed heavyweight title tonight against
but has always found a way to win
together may become a habit
The difference was team133. Charles and Hilda Jackson
Michael Spinks in an intriguing battle of unbeaten
• -1 have never run in a fight before and I will not
for the brother-sister team.
-work," Trent said after receivclaimed the second flight after
fighters
that could be boxing's richest ever
run now.'• Spinks said.
The Joneses fired rounds of
ing the first-place silver bowl.
a countback from the 18th hole
Tyson. beset by personal problems while traininiz
Both have secured their place in boxing history
62 and 61 to run away with the
The winning combination will
The Jacksons topped Tom and
for the bout. is a 4.1 favorite to retain his
Tyson.
who won the title at the age of 20 with a
28th annual Kings and Queens
try again in a Springfield. Ill.,
Sherry Tuggle. although both
heavyweight crown in the scheduled 12-round fight
knockout
of Trevor Berbick. is the youngest
couples golf tournament at
tournament in two weeks.
couples shot rounds of 72 and 67
which will begin at Atlantic City's Convention Center
heavyweight champion ever. while Spinks is the first
Murray Country Club on SaturThe Joneses' 123 was five
for a 139 total.
about 1050 p.m. EDT.
light heavyweight champion to win a heavyweight
day and Sunday.
strokes better than runners-up
Chuck Bollegar and Marty
"Forget all the things that have happened. 1 vi ill
title
With the strong history of the
Tommy and Tonya Fike, who
Erwin fired a 75 and 68 for a
not lose." Tyson vowed.:
The long odds aren't new for Spinks, who was a 6-1
Jones name in area golf, the onfired two rounds of 64 for a 128
143, as did Bill and Polly Seale.
The 21.year-old champion is making his seventh tiunderdog
when he captured the heavyweight title
ly surprise was the fact that it
total. Jerry and Vicki McLeary
but Bollegar and Erwin won the
tle defense and the fourth since he unified all threv
Sept 22. 1985- against Larry Holmes. That loss also
was the pair's first-ever title at
finished at 129 after rounds of 68
countback for first place in the
portions of the heavyweight crown last August with a
snapped Holmes unbeaten streak at 4ik fights
the course they've dominated
and 61, Johnny Gingles and
third flight. Terry and Teresa
decision
over Tony Tucker. His last three fights
Promoters claim the fight may gross $70 million
for so many years. Both Jones
Joanna Gibbs shot two 65s for a
Reed shot a 78 and 72 for a 150
ended in knockouts. going a combined rounds
overall, and nearly 22.000 fans are expected to pay a
players, however, have enjoyed
130 tournament finish and John
and knocked off Joe Pat and
Spinks. meanwhile, is trying to regain the
record live gate of about $12 million, with ticket
a considerable amount of inand Beverly Wallin came in
Sue Lamb in a countback to
heavywei
ght title he gave up last year in order to
prices
ranging from $100 to $1.500.
dividual success.
with a 64 and 67 for a 131 total.
claim the fourth flight.
fight Gerry Cooney. and to cement his place in a dn.',
More than 1 million others are expected to pay an
Trent played on the Murray
Although Murray Country
Charles and Paulette Reed
sion where some still don't think he really belongs.
average of $35 apiece to watch the bout at bars and
High School team until graduaClub pro Lynn Sullivan wasn't
((Wird on page 7)
The fight figures to be a matchup between the
arenas on closed-circuit or in their homes on- payspeed.and devastating power of Tyson and the unoril'oned on page_ 7)
Sa

Jones team blows by tourney field
to claim Kings and Queens crown
Trent and Velvet combine for happy homecoming

Tyson, Spinks settle score tonight

Forgettable round makes
Nelsons top 10 memories
MARIETTA, Ga. 1 AP) - It wasn't the kind of round Larry Nelson
wants to remember, although it was just good enough to give him the
10th victory of his PGA Tour career.
"It was not as easy as I thought it woutd be when I woke up this morning," Nelson said Sunday after blowing a four-shot lead and then getting
the birdie he had to have on the final hole to'claim a one-shot triumph in
the 3/00,000 Atlanta Golf Classic.
"I'll forget this round, but I'll remember.the drive and the second,
shot" on the 18th. "Under the circumstances it was the best drive I ever
hit in my life. It's amazing how far you can hit it when you're scared."
His drive carried down the middle of the fairway, setting up a 4-wood
approach shot that stopped 35 feet from the pin. He two-putted for his
birdie-4 to finish with a 1-over-par 73 and a 20-under 268 total.
It gave him the victory over Chip Beck, a two-time winner this year
who also birdied the final hole for a 66 and a 72-hole score of 269.
"I was fortunate Larry didn't have his best day," Beck said. "It's a
tribute to him not to play his best and still win."

Local baseball

Thornton wins league title.
Stott Report
Second team all-stars include:
Sixth-seeded Thornton Heating
Jay Paul Herndon; Casey
and Air overcame the odds and
Williams; Ted Booth; Jeremiah
FOP to claim the Little League
Rayburn; Tony Farris; Shane
championship 13-11.
Raspberry; Tyler Bohannon:
Thornton's Chris Woods led the
Timmy Brickey; Brad Cleaver;
way with a 4-for-4 showini, Clay
and Chris Jones. Alternates are
Cowens double and singled twice, Travis Anderso
n and Adam
Robert Weatherly tripled and
Ferguson. The second team will
Tyler Bohannon doubled. play in a Mayfield
tournament.
Weatherly, Bohannon and Jeremy
Park League
Rayburn combined for the win.
Thornton Heating and Air slipFOP's Sean Waller went 4-for-4
ped by Mountain Valley Water 9.7
with a pair of doubles and a triple, as T.J. Pike and Danny
Cross went
Wesley Cogdell homered and Joel 4-for-4. Cross had a
double and triJohnson and Mark Vandergrift ple. Chris Wetmore
doubled and
doubled.
singled, Brently Bennett had three
All-Stars
hits and Patrick Thornton added a
The Little League announced its pair of hits.
first and second all-star teams.
Mountain Valley Water's Titus
The first team, which will play in
the official all-star tournament,in- Bennett had three hits, Matt Harcludes: Wesley Cogdell; Adam ris and David Perim tripled,
Grogan; Ethan Crum; Mitchell Spencer Chambers and Ritchie
McClain; Johnathan Reid; 'Jones doubled and Jake ThurJeremy Latimer; Ryan Vanover; mond and Brandon Jones had two
Casey McNutt; Sean Waller; Andy hits each.
Simmons Security Systems
Gupton; Robert Weatherly; and
Devin Banks. Alternates are knocked off Dennison-Hunt 4-1 as
Shane Schroader and Jason Brad Simmons homered. Craig
Grogan. The first team will be Coles had two hits and Chad
a'ont'd on page 7)
coached by Gary Crum.

Local tennis

Top area players battle in
Hawaiian Tropic tourney
Hy('LAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Once again the Hawaiian Tropic Junior Championships brought out
the best young tennis talent in the area, but local players were still able
to hold their own as Murray State University was the site of this
weekend's festivities.
It was a hoosier. however. who captured the boys 18s singles title.
Kevin Settlemyre. Vincennes. Ind.. downed Central City's Damn Joines
6-3. 6-1 in the championship. Settlemyre beat Louisville's Brandon
Bowlds 6.2. 6-1 in the semifinals while Joines secured a second-place
showing with a 7.6. 6-2 win over John McDaniel, of Horse Cave.
In the girls 185 singles. Julie Kidwell, Murptireesboro, Tenn.. cruised
past Amy Fox. of Hendersonville, Tenn., 6-1, 6-3. Kidwell was tested in
the semifinals before escaping Bowling Green's Echo Moore 6-4,6-4. Fox
beat Paducah's Shari Brantley 6-2, 6-0.
Radcliff's Bernie Howard knocked off First Region champion Chris
Young of Paducah Tilghman 3-6, 6.4. 6-4 in the boys 16s. Howard beat
Paducah's Steph Borders 6-3. 6-4 in the semifinals while Young fought
back Mayfield's Seph Jensen 7-6 18-61, 6.3,
Calloway County's Joey Baust beat Tim Black before losing to Eric
.Grogan in the second round.
In the girls 16s. Murray's Beth Wilson reached the finals, but couldn't
overcome Paducah's Shannon Stroud. Stroud, a meenbei of the First
Region champion Lone Oak squad, knocked off Wilson 6-4, 6-1. Stroud
trip --- -_, --•—
s•-•----• - - .1,-.sir. ....
Seat Amy Webb, Hendersonville, Term., 6-3, 6-1 in the semifinals and
Wilson downed Murray's Katherine Oakley 6-2, 6-2.
First Region champion Amy Haskins, Calloway County, withdrew
411
1
:
:
•.::
::7:7
7
71.0 "41
1 dd.r7:.A.
,
' A4".
from the tournament's first round. Murray's Molly Sims was eliminated
i -7'A.eCrtt
in the first round by Michelle Morton and Kim Sexton, also of Murray,
took an opening-round win before bowing to Webb.
Shepley Smith, a Nashville -Tenn,, product, won the boys 14s by downing Murray's Aman Pathak 6-4, 6-7 (8-6), 6-2 in the finals: Smith beat
Chris Jones, of Jackson, Tenn., 6-1, 6-2 in the semifinals while Pathak
downed Owensboro's Eric Eaves 6-3, 4-6, 6-2.
Murray's Stephen Gresham,Damon Cohoon, Brent Keller, Jay Robinson and Aaron Whitaker lost in the first round. Billy Jack Haskins won
two matches before falling to Jones and Russell Adkins picked up a pair
of wins before being eliminated by Eaves.
Nashville's Ann Armstead knocked off Paducah product Caroline
Steele 6-2, 6-4 in the finals of the girls 14s. Armstead beat Murray's
Catherine Hurt 6-0, 6-0 to ady4nce into the final round while Steele beat
Nashville's Carrie Kline 6-3,1-4 in her semifinal match.
Murray's -Heather Hughes won her opening-rOund affair, but was
knocked off in the seeond round. Kaylin HaverstOck and Hastings
Housden lost in the first round.
Top-seeded Charles Warner cruised to the boys 12s title. The Nashville
product bumped off Owensboro's Aaron Bowlds 6-0, 6-0 in the
finals.
Warner cruised past Paducah's Chad Trail 6-0, 6-0 in the semifinal
s and
Bowlds beat Robbie Kobus 6-3, 6-1.
Murray's Beth ilson reached the finals in singles and doubles, but the
Paducah's Nicki Edwards claimed the girls 12s title with a 6-0, 6-2
win
championships escaped her at the Hawaiian Tropic Junior Championover Nashville's Rebecca Russell. Edwards beat Paige
Resha,
ships this weekend.
Staff photo by(lay Wafter
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Phillies overcome misunderstanding, Cards
ST. LOUIS ( AP ) - Maybe the
best aspect of a Philadelphia
Phillies victory that featured two
comebacks in the making was a
recovery of another sort.
"It could have been a lot worse.
We could have lost the game,"
Von Hayes said of a dugout skirmish that marred Sunday's 7-5 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals in
10 innings. "You never want to see
something like that happen, but
it's over: things will get better
from here on out."
Philadelphia's manager, Lee
Elia, agreed in remarks he made
pertaining to a ninth-inning disturbance caused by Hayes' throwing
his batting helmet

Elsewhere
For a complete look at this
weekend's games, check the
Scoreboard.
"I just thought he was throwing
at me, which he wasn't," Elia said
of Hayes' actions after the player
popped out. "I thought it was a
situation that needed to be discussed. It was just a misunderstanding. It's all over. It's taken care
of."
Phillies coach John Vukovich,
who was seen restraining Hayes
during the verbal exchange between player and manager, also

Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

That's
State Farm
insurance."

iCont'd from page 6)
McCoy tripled and David Bugdon
Delaney and Robert Durr each
and Steve Ingersoll doubled.
doubled.
Roy's Pharmacy gave Walter's
Dennison•Hunt's Neil Key , Pharmacy a taste of its own
doubled.
-medicine with a 27-2 win. Brett
Jr. Babe Ruth
Anderson doubled and tripled,
Kiwanis picked up its first win of
Preston Weatherly tripled and
the season with a 10-2 victory over
Matt Farmer doubled.
People's Bank. Winning pitcher
Swift Roofing escaped Rotary
Brian Anderson had two singles
Club
10-9 as Brad Lowe and Brad
and a double, Mickey Futrell had
Clendenon tripled. Kerry Colson,
two hits and William Beale and
Jared Plummer and Christian
Michael Gilliam each tripled.
Gullet
doubled.
Kentucky League
Jaycees pounded Seafood ExRotary's Ryan Haverstock
press 21-2 as Josh Taylor and Greg
knocked two triples, Marcellous
Miller picked up a pair of doubles
Foster doubled and tripled and
apiece. Josh McKee' added an
Brett Childers and Trevor Jones
inside-the-park homer Brandon. doubled
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Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
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State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Oftices Bloomington Illinois

Baseball
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California 4 Milwaukee 2
Chicago 7, Texas 5
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New York
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27
630 Pittsburgh
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32
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Chicago
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534
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St Louis
36
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486 10Montreal
34
39
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33
39
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39
34
534
314
San Francisco
36
37
193 614
Cincinnati
33
40
452 914
San ltiego
32 13
427 1114
Atlanta
.
26
45
386 1514
Saturday's Games
Chicago 5, New York 2
Los Angeles 6. Cincinnati 4
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 1
Atlanta
San Diego 4
St Louis 4, Philadelphia 1
San Francisco 4, Houston 1
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh 3 Montreal O. 10 innings
San Diego 2. .Atlanta
Los Angeles 9, Cincinnati 6
Philadelphia 7. St Louis 5. 10 innings
Chicago 6. New York 3
Houston 6. San Francisco 0
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Roston
Tortalt,,
11.

711

7
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(('ont'd from page 6)
shot an 80 and a 74 for a 154 total
and first place in the fifth flight.
In the first flight, Johon Tanum
and Vicki Singleton shot a 136 for
second place, beating out Pete and
Angie Haywood in a rountback.
Joe and Lisa Rexroat won a countback over Charlie and Martha Ice.
Both couples fired 139s.
Charles and Virginia Dillon
claimed third place in the second
flight with a 140. Larry Robinson
and Shelby Morgan, a recent
signee with Austin Peay State
University, shot a 142 and claimed
fourth place by knocking off Paul
and Genevieve Logel in a
countback
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traded pleasantries with plate um- rest of the (dugout) stuff doesn't
pire Lee Weyer.
mean a thing."
Philadelphia, which trailed 4-2
"I thought he was looking into
when Cardinals starter Bob
the dugout. I thought he had a
smug look on his face," Vukovich -4'orsch left to start the sixth innsaid of Weyer."He just told me he ing, halved St. Louis' lead in the,
didn't want me thinking that he seventh and went ahead in the
was doing something he eighth.
shouldn't."
Dernier's second straight single
Once feelings were soothed, and Steve Jeltz's suicide-squeeze
Philadelphia responded from a
bunt manufactured a 5-4 Phillies
ninth-inning St. Louis rally to advantage. But the Cardinals,
thanks to Vince Coleman's two
prevail in the extra inning.
"That was the big thing that stolen bases on successive pitches
happened out there today. We after two were out, tied in the
won, and we gained a (series, ninth on Ozzie Smith's bunt single.
split," said Bob Dernier, a Phillies
St. Louis manager Whitey Herhitting hero. "If we hadn't won, It zog lamented the ineffectiveness
would have been a shame. But the of Cardinals relief pitching

Jones team...

Local baseball...
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Howard and Freda Steely edged
Jim and Beverly Solomon in a
countback for third place in the
third flight after tieing at 146.
Steve and Virginia Steel were also
Involved in the countback, but
came up short and in fifth place.
Jerry and Amy Wilson, Mike
and Sandra Jones and Robert and
Sherrie Kinton claimed the final
three prize-winning places in the
fourth flight after a five-way tie at
152. Also involved in the countback
were Pal and Virginia Howard and
Clayton and Vicki Hargrove.
Cody and Carole Edwards
finished second in the fifth flight at
155. Joe and Marinel Larkin shot a
156, Rudell and Isabel Parks a 158
and Gerald and Sue Stone a 159.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888

Tyson, Spinks...
('ont'd from gge 6) •
per-view
HBO has purchased the delayed
broadcast rights and reportedly will air it four or five
times beginning Saturday
"I'vson will earn .a record purse for the fight that
ould top $20 million, depending on final closed( ircuit and pay-per-view sales.- while Spinks will
earn a flat fee of $13 5 million for his efforts
Spinks weighed in Saturday at 21214. his heaviest
ever for a fight. while .Tyson weighed 2114. two
pounds more than when he knocked out Tony Tubbs
or Mart h 21 at Tokyo in his last title defense.
Most boxing observers feel Spinks can't hit hard
enough to keep the powerful Tyson away from him
Spinks best chance, they say, is to stay away from
Tyson. give him different angles and frustrate him
enough to win a de t ision.
That's- not the strategy offered by Butch Lewis,
Spmks' longtime confidant and manager
• We intend to make him !Tyson pay," Lewis said
• We're not here to say we went 12 rounds. We're going to kick some rear
Tyson's camp remains unconvinced
-Spinks' only chance is to run, stink out the joint,
try and frustrate Mike and steal the decision," Kevin
Rooney. Tyson's trainer, said

Tyson, whose quickness allows him to get inside
against opponents with big reach advantages - five
inches in the case of Spinks - figures to come out
looking .for the early knockout,.
Qf Tyson's 30 knockouts in 34 fights. 21 have cornswithin the first two rounds.
While Spinks has trained relatively unbothered in
the weeks preceding the bout. Tyson's camp has
been in turmoil, torn apart by disputes between
Tyson and manager Bill Cayton and reports of impending divorce between Tyson and his wife of four
months, actress Robin Givens.
If Tyson wins, he is tenatively set to face
England's Frank Bruno at London the first week of
September, part of a schedule of fights that will
make the champion an unprecedented $50 million in
winnings this year
Tyson. however, says his dispute with Caytur
means the Bruno fight is up in the air.
A 12-round elimination bout between former World
Boxing council heavyweight champion Trevor Berbick and Carl Williams tops tonight's undercard.
The winner of the fight will become the International Boxing Federation's top.ranked heavyweight
challenger and in line for a title, shot, possibly
sometime next year.
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((Wird from page 6?
a compliment
Newton credits this year's sucCVSS'for his popularity among programs in need of a coach Newton
led MSU to the Ohio Valley Conference regular-season and tournament championships and was
named the conference's Coach of
the Year. He was also selected the
I )istrict 7 Kodak Coach of the Year
and his team was nipped by eventual champion Kansas 61-58 in the
NCAA tournament's second
round

Before becoming a contender
for the Southern Methodist job,
Newton's name had been mentioned for other posts, including the
University of New Orleans. The
three-year head coach, however,
said that the SMC job was "by far
the most attractive."
With Newton no longer in the
running, sources close to the SMI.
program indicate that Wisconsin
head coach Steve Yoder, Notre
Dame assistant John Shumate and
Duke assistant Bob Bender are the
favorites for the job.

Local tennis•••
Ont'd from page 61
Nashville, 7-5, 6-0 in the semis. Russell downed Kelly Allen. of Gravy
6-1, 6-4
Greg and Dan Strellis beat Jines and Bowlds 3-6, 6-3. 6-4 to claim the
boys I ss doubles championship, Jensen and Scott Crafton teamed to beat
( Irogan and Borders 6-3. 6-2 in boys 16s and the boys 14s doubles crown
went to Smith and Bowen who nipped Pathak and Ankur Gopel 6-3, 4-6,
6-4
The girls ISs doubles title went to Ann Stanley and Julie Higgert who
knocked off Erica Dunning and Krista Freeman 6-4, 6-2. In girls 16s,
Stroud and Oakley teamed to beat Wilson and Hughes 6-3, 6-2, Crossman
and Armstead beat Lynn and Little 6-3, 64 in girls 14s, and Sarah Steele
teamed with Melissa Otey to beat Resha and Russell 6-0, 6-0 in girls 12

MA DA
TRUCKS
COO Chestnut

MCC giving
free lessons
The Professional Golf Association is sponsoring a PGA Clubs for
Kids clinic at Murray Country
Club on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Murray Country Club golf professional Lynn Sullivan, golf director- Jimmy Sullivan and recent
Trl-State champion • Jerlene
Sullivan will be giving instruction
free of charge to children between
the ages S-16.
Tuesday morning's sessions will
be from S:30-9; 30 and 9:30-10:30,
and Wednesday morning's sessions will be from 9:30-10:30 and
10:30-11:30.
'
S...
register, call the MCC pro
shop at 753-9430. The lessons are
limited to the first 70 golfers who
register.
To

Awards &
Trophies
for your
favorite players
or coach

IN OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
w•lia 1986& 1987

Carroll Mazda

-14 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
\

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last fourteen years, we are having
a week long sale...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on special for that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift certificates...A GRAND TOTAL of $600.00
to be given away throughout the week of June 27-July 2.

June 27
4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

June 28
5 Winners will be

chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates

June 29
2 Winners will be
chosentfor $50.00
Gift Certificates

for the

July 4th Weekend

'Group & Team Discounts
•In house engraving for
quick delivery
'Choose from plaques,
trophies, or autograph
ball holders
'Prices starting at
$2.00 & up

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

MONDAY
NIKE DAY

20-40%
OFF

TUESDAY

20-40%
OFF
20-40%
OFF
20-40°/0
OFF

Baseball/Softball Day
Jersey/Swim Day
Includes all Gloves. Bats. Baseball Shoes. Coaches
Shorts Sohboli Pants All Types o4 Jerseys T Slwrs All
P. A.
Speed,- Ind

WEDNESDAY

REEBOK DAY
HT, 1TAt's

1,,4411ng ci.

June 30
4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

July 1

July 2

Order Your
Whole Shoulder

753-8844

A fL

1 Winner will be
chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificates

753 61150

I

Murray

Chestnut St.

5 Winners will be
chosen for 420.00
Gift Certificates

I

I

SPORTING GOODS

Local golf

i$(4 ton

LL

I

Shor,s
PtSC,IPS

THURSDAY
RUNNERS DAY
FRIDAY
TENNIS DAY

20-40°/0
OFF
SATURDAY
20%
SALE
STOREWIDE
OFF
Includes All Metchundrse
In The Store

June 27-July 2
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
Chewing for the Gift Certifictstes will be at 6:00 p.m. each night.
- No Purchase Necessary
eligible to win that day's gift certificates
- Only the people who have registered THAT DAY are

- Need not be present to win.

OPEN 9-6

TWIRY7111‘FII mir parr Es TOW lir

KNOTH'S BAR•134

Chestnut St. Murray
753-8844

Hickory Cooked
Hwy. U.S. 641
North

759-1712

Read the want
ads daily

4•-•45.6
4

-
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Our state is in a ditch but it won't pay to climb out
Since statehood began, Kentuckyians have been complaining
about their heavy tax burden. And
for almost as long, candidates
have been promising to lighten
their burden. The practice
continues.
Candidates for governor st01
assure voters that they will improve state services, especially
schools, without new taxes. They
will do this, they promise, by "cutting out the fat," putting honest
men in office, and throwing
loafers off the payroll.
And for 50 years the state, and
especially its schools, have slid
steadily downhill. Today Kentucky ranks 47th in education. The
list of its shortcomings is long and
familiar.
For want of money, Kentucky
cannot match available federal
funds, and thousands of its disadvantaged children cannot get into
Head Start, a program that has
proved it can work. Kentucky has
the highest dropout rate in the
country, and one of the highest
rates of adult illiteracy.
Thousands of its poor are
homeless, hungry and have no
medical insurance. Almost 30 per
cent of its school children are from
homes below the poverty level.
Many lack proper clothes, food
and health care. A shortage of people trained for hightech jobs is one
of the major economic problems
facing the state.
No easy way out
This raises some questions. How
heavy are Kentucky taxes? What
is its tax structure? What does it
spend its money for ? How does
Kentucky compare with other
states in its tax burden?
Actually, Kentucky makes a
pretty good tax effort. A study of
the taxing ability of states, how
heavily they tax what they have,
(with 100 taken as the national
average shows that Kentucky
makes a tax effort of 77.1. In 1984 it
had an effect of 88.6 but other
states still pulled ahead.
In personal income taxes, Kentucky makes an above-average effort. In corporate and gasoline
taxes, it is about average. The
same holds for sales and
severance taxes. It falls down badly in property taxes. State schools
depend heavily on these taxes, and
it is here that a big increase will
have to be made if the schools are
to improve.
Unfortunately, House Bill 44
prevents school districts from
raising property taxeS-enough to
help. But Kentuckians are so opposed to more taxes, for any purpose, that state lawmakers are
afraid to repeal House Bill 44.
Business leaders have traditionally warned that higher taxes
will scare away new businesses
and industry and the jobs that
Kentucky needs. But every
neighboring state has higher
overall tax rates than Kentucky,
and all are outstripping it in new
Industry. Recently
Massachussetts made national
news by increasing taxes almost
25 per cent. Its industry increased
by as much, and its unemployment fell to 3 per cent. Kentucky's
rate is 8.8 per cent.
Because of its constitution, Kentucky cannot borrow — can't have
a debt of more than $500,000 — to
improve services. It must make a
budget that does not call for more
spending than its predicted in-

SHAKERTOWN
ROUNDTABLE
come. If its income falls below
what was expected. it must cut
services, including schools. Its
revenue currently is expected to
fall about $400 — $450 million
below predicted levels over the
next two years, and spending, including that for school programs,
approved in 1985. has been cut.
There is no easy way out. Even
if Kentucky should levy taxes as
heavy as those of surrounding
states, it could not match them in
schools and other services. Kentucky is a poor state: a 10 per cent
tax yields less, here than in richer
states. Kentucky has fallen so far
behind other states, particularly
in education, that it is going to
have to run faster than other
states, which means taxing more
and spending more, simply to
catch up.
Education draws jobs
Some business might be scared
away by higher taxes, but that is a
risk Kentucky will have to take,
economists warned a recent
Shakertown Roundtable conference on the status of Kentucky.
The state is not going to improve
the economy of its depressed
regions until it improves government services and the quality of
life in areas that need new
business most. Without better
educated people it will attract few
new industries, and will lose to
other states the educated people it
needs to keep.
The primary need is for more
money. Time is running out. and
the prospects are not good. Governor Wallace Wilkinson has refused
to commit himself to support the
$300 million Education Improvement Program approved in 1985,
and both educators and
lawmakers insist that the state
must have far more than the $70
—$170 million a year Wilkinson
has proposed for his own program
which would establish model
schools and reward schools showing improvement.
New revenue will have to be
found. But the governor has said
that he will oppose any new taxes
until the incomes of Ketuckians
improve. Instead, he proposes a
state lottery. But a lottery would
not yield returns until 1989. and
then is expected to return only
about $60 — $70 million a year. a
minor sum compared with school
needs.
Where the money goes
What is the financial situation?
For 1988 the state has appropriated $3,216.8 billion. and expects to receive $3,076.8 billion
($953 million from sales taxes,
$970 million from income taxes,
$319.6 million from corporate income taxes, $191.6 Million from
coal severance taxes. $272.2
million from property taxes. and
$370.4, million from all other
taxes). The 1988 budget also includes $1.8 billion in federal funds
(1.2 billion of this goes for human
services programs, such as
Medicaid, social services and
employment programs).
This does not include the road
program, which is supported
chiefly by road-user taxes and is
budgeted separately. This year

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

the road fund will take in about
$640.2 million from road taxes
($308.7 million from motor fuels,
$179.2 million from vehicle usage,
$21.1 million from passenger
registration, and $131.2 million
from all other sources).
Education takes the biggest bite
of the $3,076.8 million General
Fund: 48.1 per cent goes to
elementary and secondary education, 16.4 per cent to higher education. Human Resources get 16 per
cent, and all other departments
and agencies 19.5 per cent. That
means that education takes about
$2 billion, or almost 65 per cent, of
the General Fund money.
What is available?
If increases in education and
welfare are voted, where will the

tion. House Bill 44, however, has
become a sacred cow, and
legislators are afraid to tackle it.
Taxes will have to be raised if
Kentucky is not to fall further'
behind. But raising taxes will require not only courage on the part
of legislators but strong support
from the people back home. It
becomes a matter of leadership. If
the Governor, the legislators and
the people want better state services, and especially better
schools, they will have to be willtng to fight for higher taxes.
But Kentucky's time is running
out, and its options are limited.

money come from? The most frequent suggestion is to make state
tax code. This would increase
state income by $69 million in
1987/88, $91 million in 1988/89, and
$111 million in 1989/90, reducing
the current revenue shortfall by
about 64 per cent.
A 1 per cent increase in the sales
tax would yield about $200 million
a year, practically erasing the
shortfall. Labor and Social groups
oppose the sales tax on the
grounds that it rest heavily on the
poor. Proponents of the tax maintain, however, that the tax does
not apply to food and utilities, two
major sources of spendig for the
poor. Applying the tax to food and
utilities would yield as much as
$165 million, and would affect the
poor, though many receive food
and housing subsidies that would
lessen the impact.
Any new or increased tax will
find hard going in the legislature.
Governor Wilkinson opposes tax

conformity, saying he thinks it
would have a bad effect on
business. Several business group,s
and chambers of commerce,
however, have said they favor conSixth of a series on the "State of
forTity as the easiest way to get
the state- conference sponsored
more school money.
The most direct way to get more by the Shalcertown Roundtable at
help for the schools would be Pleasant Hill, Mercer County.
repeal of House Bill 44, which Nov. 8-9 1987. Wilson W. Wyatt.
limits the amount of increase in conference chairman. Earl D.
property-tax income school Wallace, Lexington, is chairman
districts can effect to raise school of the Roundtable. a non-profit.
funds. Kentucky's property taxes non-partisan study group. .41
are among the lowest in the na- Smith is vice chairman.
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iRIGIDA1RL
Frigidaire
18.0 Cu. Ft.
Frost-Proof Refrigerator

'ACT NOW!\.,\

—MEW

7=MIEZP

SHOP...COMPARE...SAVE
= Lone* David & Operated
tr
zewsniont locatkxi

r-igt

• Free Nevin & Set-Up
• Free ROMOV111 Of Oki Appliance
• Convenient Crecilt Terms Meltable
• Experienced Salispeople
• InciPakkad Mention
• Sento Al* The Sale
• Satisfaction Gwavanised

c_ 7MI=C.

• 2 Full-Width Sliding Shelves
• 2 Vegetable/Fruit Hydrators
• Hydrators Cover Shelf
• 3 Refrigerator Door Shelves
• 2 Freezer Door Shelves
• Optional Automatic Ice Maker
• Built-In Electri-Saver Loop
• High-Density Fngi-Foam Insulation
• Magnetic Door Seals
• Convenient Reversa-doors

1
I

498
FP-18TF

Frigidaire
r\

SALE BIDS JULY
Frigidaire 5.
Hr. Air Conditior7,
• 115 volt low

MCsiOE

FRIGIDAIRE
MICROWAVE OVEN
FPCI-18TIC

Frigidaire 18.0 Cu. Ft.
1000/0 Ultra Efficient
Refrigerator-Freezer
••ico%
icolt uortefioefft

frost-proof
• Efficient meter mesa compressor
• Automatic ice roger loononai extrat
• 1 fult-weit” 3 hall-oecle) fulki adpustable wore shelves

ONLY

$678

• Quality track

amp operation
•2 cooling/2 fanonly speeds

tested for
dependability'

•Cook & Defrost Settings
• Convenient 30-Min Timer
•500 Watts of Cooking
Power
• 5 Cu Ft Oven
•Removable Molded
Glass Tray
•Black See-Thru Door
lntenor Oven Light
•Optional Under-Cabinet
Mounting Kit

ONLYS 128

ONLY

$298
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Dummy's diamonds offer the
main chance for today's no-trump
game. In case of a bad break, however, it's better to test the clubs before playing diamonds.
Those who have led a sheltered
life win the heart queen and immediately go after the main chance.
The diamond queen is cashed, a diamond is led to dummy's ace, and
West's discard slows down _the play.
It's too late for alternative plans,
and what started out looking like at
least 11 tricks melts down to only
eight.
The chances of a bad diamond
break are about 32 percent. However, at no cost South can improve his
chances immensely if he plays the
clubs before the diamonds.
After. winning his heart queen,
South should lead three rounds of
clubs. East wins the queen to return
a heart, and South wins the ace.
With a ninth trick ensured in dummy's long club, South will now score
12 trickt if the diamonds behave.
When they don't, he takes his nine
sure winners, giving silent thanks
for the free insurance policy in the
club suit.
Even those greedy souls who have
big eyes for overtricks should not
overlook the chance to take 12
tricks instead of only 11. .
AN,

NORTH 6-27A
*6
•65
•A K 8 6 5 4
+J 9 4 3
WEST
EAST
•Q J 9 4
•K 7 3
•K 9 8 4 2
V J 73
•2
•J 10 9 3
+876
•Q 10 2
SOUTH
•A 108 5 2
•A Q 10
•Q 7
4A K 5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
Pass
Pass
1•
Pass
2•
Pass
3 NT
AU pass
Opening lead- Heart four
LEAD WITH THE ACES

Rigidaire
DW 1100D
POWERWASHER •

Frigidaire
Powerwasher''
Dishwasher
•Powerful 2-level wash
• Fully extendable, easy-to-load rack
• Extra-thick sound absorbing
insulation

$2'78

Frigidaire Heavy
Duty Laundry Pair
WASHER
•3 wash/rinse temperature

combinations
•
DRYER
•Regular and no-heat eycies

$598

CF-5D
FRIGIDAIRE
FOOD FREEZER
Cu Ft Volume
•Slide-Aside Basket
•Textured StRei Finish
•( refrost Drain

$258

6-27-0

South holds

East
1•
2 NT
3 NT

976
111 K Q J 9 4
•7 6 4 2
4A

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

Weit
2+
34
Pass

North
Pass
Pass
Pass

ANSWER: Heart four Not clearcut, but in hopes that pahner might
have 10-x in hearts.

Ward & Elkins
Downtown on the Square

Murray

753-1713

9
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Dark clouds hovering on
Dixie as economy stalls
Leaders in the rural South face
tough obstacles in dealing with
hard times. Those hard times have
resulted in high unemployment and
underemployment, low tax bases
and per capita income of only 75
percent of that of the rest of the
nation.
.
"Revitalizing local economies in
the rural South is perplexing
because of the myriad of past problems that have yielded the current
one," said Jerry Skees, University
of Kentucky agricultural economist
whose specialty is rural economic
systems.
Although labor is abundant in
most rural communities, skilled
labor is scarce Manufacturers look
at the supply of skilled labor, as
well as other factors, when they
decide to site a plant, he said.
Other considerations include the
quality of life in the area. And
although rural communities score
strongly on a number of dimensions, one of the more limiting factors is the education system, he
said.
"Education is the one area that
needs attention if rural Southern
communities are to enjoy a higher
standard of living." said Louis
Swanson, University of Kentucky
rural sociologist who studies rural
communities.
Education, he said, is responsible
for a number of other variables
that have implications for rural
communities It enables workers to
become skilled; it allows the community to develop leaders who can
"get things going"; and it opens up
the community to new ideas and
new ways of adapting to the larger
context. Swanson said
Rural Southern communities

Subsidies to farmers
In percent over world prices in 1986
United States
54%
Japan

generally are deficient in education; the region has a 15 percent
higher illiteracy rate than the rest
of the country.
Estimates are that 80 percent of
the unemployed in some Southern
states can not be retrained for jobs
because of their low educational attainment, he said.
"Clearly, education must
become a priority if rural
economies are to survive," Skees
said.
The reason that rural Southern
communities are deficient in
education, Swanson said, is
perhaps the same as why education
is necessary for rural development: education makes change
happen more quickly.

376
European Community
69
Canada
61
Australia
012

Improvements in education must
precede any other development
plans if they are to succeed. Those
improvements must link elementary, secondary and higher education with adult educational opportunities as well. Skees said.
"Unless leaders of Southern
rural communities take.steps soon
to- improve their educational
system, they will continue to lose
their best and brightest young people to the cities of the South," Said
Swanson.

duced by commercial cheese
makers, it represents millions of
dollars. That's why the National
Dairy Products Board has just
given Hicks a new $88,600 grant to
continue his research on the agglutination process.
And that's where the shark
comes into the picture.
"We're planning to use enzymes
from the dogfish, a small,
voracious kind of shark, to help
break those chains down further
from the 10 cells we've achieved
so far," Hicks said. "We hope to
even break them down to one or
two cells.
The principle he's testing is based on the cold-blooded nature of
these sharks which inhabit colder
parts of the ocean. The ezymes
from the fish's pancreas act at
cold temperatures to help break
the chains, and then will deactivate by heating during the
cheese-making process.
He hopes.
"We've not done it before," he
said. "There's literature that suggests it ought to work, but we
haven't actually done it. We're
hoping to have the technology
available within a year."
While he's working primarily
with cottage cheese, the
technology should .be available
"across the board," in production
of cheddar, colby and other cheese
varieties, he said.
"That will mean big bucks to the
cheese industry," he said. "That's
got to mean lower prices for the
consumer and certainly more profit for the producer."
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Livestock report listed
Cattle 430 compared to last week
Slaughter Steers and Heifers
untested, Cows 2.00-4.00 lower, Bull
2.00-5.00 lower, Calves 1.00-2,00
lower, Vealers Poorly tested,
Feeder Steers and Heifers 3.00-5.00
lower with quality not as attractive
as last week.

No. 2 490.00-475.00, with 150-200 11,
Calves at side.
STOCK COWS: Medium No 1
305.00-380.00.
STOCK BULLS: Large No. .1
890-1160 lb. 54.00-56.50

SLAUGHTER COWS Breaking
Utility and Commercial 2-3
34.75-37.50, Cutter and Boning Utility 1-3 35.75 ind 41.00, Cutter 1-2
33.00-35.25
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yield
grade 1 1560 lb. indicating 80 Carcass boning percent 56.25, yield
grade 1-2 1290-1765 lb. indicating
77-79 percent 47.00-51.00

Cost to consumers
In dollars per capita paid by consumers
and taxpayers in 1986'
United States
$126
Japan
286
European Community
1230
Canada/ Australia
9,3

"Education promotes new ideas
that can disrupt the established
social order. Local leaders who are
not in step with the new ideas soon
become displaced," Swanson said.
Some of the most rancorous conflicts within small, rural communities have been fought over
issues of education, including who
is to be educated, who will educate
and what will be taught, Swanson
said.

UK does cheese study
What kind of nddle is that" No
riddle
It's research that C. L. Hicks,
cheese expert at University of
Kentucky's Agncultural 'Experiment Station, is about to get
underway To be somewhat more
precise. Hicks is going to use a
very little bit of a shark--a few enzymes actually-with a very large
quantity of milk•-a vat filled with
up to 40,000 pounds of the stuff
What he's hoping for is to reduce
something called "agglutination,'
a natural process which reduces
the amount of cheese that can be
produced in the old-fashioned way.
This process results from an antigen, an antibody in a milk cow's
immune system, which attacks
foreign bodies in both the blood
stream and in the milk.
That might be fine while the cow
is walking around and needs protection from harmful bacteria.
But its not so fine when the antibodies attack the streptococcus
bacteria cultures which cht+se
makers put into huge milk vats on
purpose to make cheese.
"There are all kinds of streptococcus bacteria out there,"
Hicks said. "Some are bad. Some
are good. Cottage cheese makers
add about 4 percent of the good
bacteria to ferment the milk to get
the cheese. The antigen just clump
on to these bacteria like they do
the others."
That "clumping" creates long
chains of cells which form a sort of
net whin-slowly sinks to the bottom of the vat. As the chains sink,
they trap something called "casein," which is the major protein
in cheese.
"As the Chains sweep out the casein, they lower the solids at the
top of the vats," Hicks said.
"When the milk coagulates, we
have lower yield at the top and a
lot of useless sludge at the bottom.
The sludge is not suitable for
cheese, buttermilk or anything."
Where this agglutination process is very severe; a whole vat
can be lost, Hicks said. Where it is
less severe, there is still a loss in
'both quality and quantity of
cheese produced, '
Hicks' research has been aimed
at reducing the size of the "nets"
formed during agglutination. By
using cultures of "good" strep
bacteria': he already has been able
to break the chains from perhaps
150 011s each down to about 10
cells. \
"By dramatically reducing the
chain size, we reduce the amount
of bacteria falling to the bottom of
the vat which reduces the amount
of sludge," he said. "This means
extra protein remaining in the
milk, which increases cheese yield
and improves the quality." .
He's already been able to improve yields by one to one and a
half percent. That doesn't sound
like much, but at quantities pro-

Agricultural e protection

'Based on 1986 exchange rate
Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Source. Council on U.S International Trade Policy

SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Choice 297 lb. 70.00,
Choice 285-400 lb. Calves 60.00-64.00
FEEDERS: STEERS: Medium
No. 1 200-270 lb. 101.00-107.00,
300-400 lb., 84.00-95.00, 400-50 lb.
78.00-79.00, 500-6501b. 65.00-75.00.
Medium No.2 300-500 lb. 52.00-78.00,
500-600 lb. 64.00-0.00, Large No. 2
405 lb. 64.50, 550-846 lb. 50.00-52.00,
Small No. 1 370-470 lb. 52.00-72.50.
500-600 lb. 60.00-62.00.
HEIFERS: Medium No. 1 200-300
lb. 78.00-81.00, 300-400 lb. 76.00-81.00.
400-500 lb. 62.00-70.00, 500-600 lb.
57.00-62.50, 600-650 lb. 57.00-62.00.
Medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 55.00-67.00.
500-600 lb. 55.00-61.00 55.00-61.00,
Small No. 1 300-400 lb. 55.00-70.00,
400-500 lb. 45.00-60.00.
STOCK COWS and CALVES:
Medium No. 1 540-565.00, Medium

AIR/am
OF THE MONTH

8.99

While
Supplies
Last
8-Pc. Screwdriver Set includes four slotted and four
Phillips heads. Chrome vanadium steel. In a storage rack ...-

South's rural areas in distress
Hard times are a pervasive reality throughout rural Southern Communities. Closed banks, abandoned homes and boarded store fronts
evidence the growing gap between
wealth in the rural South, the urban
South and the rest of the country.
Although the rural South has
been noted for poverty since the
Civil War. the prosperity foretold
by the economic gurus of the 1970s
who proclaimed the "Age of the
Sunbelt" has not been achieved in
rural communities. In fact, the
region has lost ground in the 1980s
and lags farther behind today than
it has for a generation.
The gap in real per capita income
between rural and urban sectors
has widened substantially during
the 1980s throughout the United
States. In the 1970s, the rate of income.increase was only two-tenths
of a percent lower for rural areas
than urban areas: during the 1980s.
the gap was a half percent per
year. Per capita income in the
rural South is only 75 percent of
that of the nation.
•
The ranks of unemployed and
dideremployed rural workers continue to increase, even though the
rest of the nation seems to be showing opposite trends. Some counties
have as many as a quarter of the
work force employed in jobs below
the workers' skills. And nearly half
of all rural counties are losing
population as workers look for jobs
in urban areas.
The reasons for hard times in the
rural South are many,according to
two University of Kentucky researchers who are studying the
situation.
"Two industries that brightened
the rural Southern economy in the
1970s — mining and oil production
— have slumped as a result of the
dropping value of the dollar. The
energy industry boomed during the

1970s, only to bust during the 1080s,
with workers idled," said Jerry
Skees, University of Kentucky
agricultural economist.
.- And even if the energy industry
resurges, laid off workers will not
be employed to the same extent as
before since new mining
technologies have already replaced many jobs, he said.
The much heralded industrialization of the rural South in the 1970s
and '80s has come from marginal
industries — those needing cheap,
unskilled labor. Many were dependent on exports for survival arid the
high value of the dollar in the '80s
forced them out of business. Many
of those remaining pulled out to
take advantage of even cheaper
labor over seas said Louis Swanson, a rural sociologist at University of Kentucky.
Other industries locating in the
South have chosen more urbanized
areas, such as Atlanta, or have
chosen to import the managerial
staff and skilled workers needed to
run the factories, said Skees,
creating little economic relief for
the financially strapped rural
economies.
The farm crisis, too, has contributed to the decline of the rural
South. Although the correlation between a strong farm sector and the
local economy has eroded since
World War II, the farm crisis has
affectecd rural banking.
Coupled with the farm crisis
squeezing rural banks. degregulation of banking shifted advantage
to urban banks, making smaller,
rural banks strapped. The indirect
result is that badly needed capital
for the rest of the rural economy is
scarce or nonexistent.
"The rural South continues to lag
farther and farther behind the urban South and the rest of the nation.
And the economic effects will con-.

Reelfoot Packing
Company

V 46F

QUANTITIES LIMITED

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

tinue for at least another generation even if its catises were checked tomorrow," Skees said

Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Sat.
7:30-5 Fri. *
Chestnut Street
753-2571
75 110

DAYTONA BEACH!
DISCOUNTS
10c/o-35% OFF
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(0
DODGE

CAL. 'pl.

1-800-342-5624 DAYTONA
I•
Oceart5cEi
RESORTS INC
PO BOX 761'
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ACAPULCO INN
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Best Western
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Push Us
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Reelfoot is now operating a buying station
for hogs. Located near Puryear, TN. 11 .
miles from Murray. Ky.

We are proud to serve the pork producer with a strong daily
cash market as well as our Grade and Yield Market. We will
also offer a forward contracting program for those wishing to
future price their hogs.
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"Call Before You Haul"
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Please Call or See:

Mark Rudy
Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Closed July 1st & 2nd

Market Manager
Buying July 4th
in the morning.
Office — 901-247-3271
Home — 901-247-5762
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School system requires
birth certificates
School days are not far away. If you have a child entering kindergarden, first grade or any grade as a new student, you must show a validated birth certificate when
registering the child for school.
Since it takes three to four weeks to acquire a birth certificate, now is the time to make your request. The Office of Vital Statistics anticipates a flood of last-minute
requests which might delay processing and mailing of
certificates.
Hospitals and health departments cannot give a proof
of birth. Kentucky has a statute called "Missing Children
Law" to protect children, the only way you can get a
vaidated certificate of birth in Kentucky is through the
Office of Vital Statistics in Frankfort, KY.
Since implementation of this program in July 1986, they
have found 13 children that had been snatched. Therefore,
school systems across the state of Kentucky require the
presentation of a birth certificate when registering a new
student.
If you wish to make a written request, the form "Application for Birth" can be obtained from the Calloway
County Health Cetner, 701 Olive in Murray.
In emergency situations, you can obtain a birth certificate within 24-hours it you are willing to pay an additional $5 fee and you have MasterCharge or VISA credit
cards by calling the Office of Vital Statistics. (502)
564-421.2.
Get your validated birth certificate and be prepared for
school registration this year.

81w-ray's first gastroenterologist
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to announce Dr. Monte Finch is
opening his office for the practice of gastroenterology in
July.

A gastroenterologist
specializes
in
the
diagnosis and treatment
of diseases and disorders
of the stomach and
intestines.
Dr. Finch earned his
bachelors degree from Ohio

State University in 1978 and
received his medical degree
in 1982 from the West Virginia
School
of
Osteopathic
Medicine. Lewisburg. WV.

Dr. Finch is certified by the
American
Hoard
of
Osteopathic
Internal
Medicine and is eligible to be
certified by the American
Hoard of Gastroenterology.

His internship was served
at Cuyahoga Falls General
Hospital in Ohio. He served an
Lexington. KY, is or.
internal medicine residency
'Finch's hometown and he
at Grandview Hospital and
comes to Murray with his wife
Medical Center in Dayton. and
two children.
OH, and a residency in
gastroenterology at the
University of Kentucky from
1986 .to 1988.

His office is located in Suite
181 of the Medical Arts
Building adjacent to the
hospital.

Dr. Monte Finch
4:a•tro4.nteroloeist

Beat the he-At
Early symptoms—feeling hot.
uncomfortable, and listless—are
mild and usually pose no threat
unless they persist. However,
because the serious signs of heat
stress listed below are usually
preceded by the milder ones, it is
important that you get immediate
medical attention if you experience
any of the following:
*Dizziness
•Rapid heartbeat
*Diarrhea
.

*Nausea
'Cramps
•Throbbing headache
•Dry skin no sweating I
*Chest
in
•Gr
akn ss
'Mental ch
eS
'Breathing problems
*Vomiting
Remember. Murray-('alloway
County Hospital Emergency Room
has a physician on duty 24-hours a
day for summer emergencies.

-

July Health Calendar
1111P111111111•111111111MPINI11111fth
*11191-11.".

-Miracle Nirf)flt.-.
I

t
The
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Health Express will be offering blood
pressure, pulse, vision, and
glaucoma screenings. You
can also purchase a Stool for
Occult Blood Kit which is a
cancer screening kit for $4.
We encourage you to take
advantage of these screenings
during the month at the
following stops:

Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and
delivery. To register for the four weekly classes, call(502)
753-5131, extension 144 or 753-6821. This month, be sure and
bring your pillows the first night of class. The classes will
meet Tuesdays, July 5, 12, 19 and 27 and another class
will be held Thursdays. July 7, 14, 21 and 28 from 7-9:30
in the hospital's third floor Education Unit.
Cesarean Birth Class
This class prepares parents for Cesarean birth, whether
anticipated or unexpected. The next class will be held
Monday, July 25. To register, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144 or 753-6821.

Tuesday, July 5
*Fancy Farm
Fancy Farm Bank
9-11:00 a.m
•Lowes
Reisner's Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
Even if you are not involved in the classes, you are still
invited to come to the hospital and tour the area where
your baby will be delivered. Nancy Orr, R.N., perinatal
education coordinator, will be your tour guide and will
answer any questions you have as you tour the labor.
delivery, nursery and maternity areas. To schedule a
tour, call Nancy Orr at (502) 753-5131, extension 144 or
753-6821.
Sibling dais
The one-session class introduces expectant brothers and
sisters to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister
at home. They will explore their feelings about a new
baby and see babies in the hospital's nursery. To register,
call (502) 753-5131, extension 144 or 753.6821.
Breastfeeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and request a class date and information. Then, watch for the
calendar in the Murray Ledger and Times for the class
date. For information, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144.
Parenting Class
This two-session class is designed to help new parents
make the transition from pregnancy to parenthood. To
register, call (502) 753-5131, extension 144.
• Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercises specifically designed for the muscles involved in childbirth. To set
_up an individual appointment, call the hospital's chief
physical therapist, Tressa Heltsley at (502) 753-5131, ex..
tension 106.
Refresher Class
,
A two-session brush-up class for parents who have attended previous prepared childbirth classes. The class
reviews hospital routines and new birthing options. The
next class will be scheduled upon request.
Miracle Moments Newsletter
If you would like to receive a free copy of our newsletter
during your pregnancy, call (502) 753-5131, ext. 144. Each
Issue has suggested reading, helpful lips, medical and
nutrition information for each stage of your pregnancy.

('i.(ntritinity Events
55 ALIVE/MATE-RE DRIVING PROGRAM
The American Association of Retired Persons ( AAFtP
and the Murray-Calloway County Hospital recognize the
need to help all drivers over the age of 50 improve their
skills and prevent traffic accidents. An eight-hour 14
hours/2 days) classroom refresher course called 55
ALIVE/MATURE DRIVING is the first nationwide, comprehensive course designed especially for the older
motorist. Kentucky insurance companies provide a discount in the premium to graduates of the state-approved
driver improvement course. Early pre-registration is
suggested because there is a limit of 24 persons per class.
The fee for the class is $7 per person. Once a-participant
becomes certified, the insurance reduction will be good
for three years in Kentucky. For more information, call
Ruth Cole at (502) 753-2718.
Please return this form and your check
by mail to:
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
55 ALIVE/MATURE DRIVING COURSE
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Enroll me in the 55 ALIVE/MATURE DRIVING
COURSE
Weekday Session:
_LTuesday and Wednesday, July 26 and 27
Saturday Session:
Saturday, July 23 and 30
Both sessions will be held from 8 a.m. to noon at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Education Unit.
Name
Address

1-800-3,12-MCCI I

City
Phone

State

Yes, my check for $7 is enclosed
( Payable to 55 ALIVE)

Zip _

Wednesday. Jul, 6
•Murray
Central Shopping
Center
9-11 : 30 a. m and
1-3 p.m.

Hell:periods). Jill.,
'Benton
Lakeland ‘1t.slvy
9-11 a rn
•Fairdealing
Old SchOol Yard
12:30,2 30 ,p rn

Thursday, July 7
*Water Valley
Water Valley Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
*Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

'0
00
Friday, July 8
•Dublin
Chapman's Grocery
9-11 a.m.
•Bardwell
Bigg's Market
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, July 19
*Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 a.m.
'Brewers
Holmes Bros. Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

ThursdaA • JulA
Mills
Farmer & Merchants Bank
9-11 a ni
•New Con«irri
Across from Boh and
s
Grocery
12 30-2 30 p in
•Rumpus

Tuesday. JUI,i 26
•Kirksey
Vt
.'Sited Nlethodist ('IUIFI Ii
9-11 a in
'Lynn (;rove
Crawford's Servo... Station
12:30-2t30
p m
Wednesday. Jul.; :..?;
'Murray
Dixieland Shopping Center
12: 30-3:(X) p.m
Thursday. 4114 :!)4
'Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m and

p ni

Stipp.
Cancer Support Group
This summer, the cancer support group meetings ‘k ill he
held at 5 p.m. in the MUrray-Calloway County 4 lospital
Private Dining Room. On Tuesday. July 19. Suzanne
Seeley, registered dietitian, will present the program en
titled "Nutritional Needs of the Cancer Patient'. The
cancer support group provides information, support and
resource material for cancer patients, their family and
friends.
Alzheimer's Support Group
'Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will nieet lor an
educational program on Tuesday, July 12, where the
video entitled "There Were Times Dear" starring Shirley
Jones, will be st.own. The support group will meet Tuesday. July 26, for group discussion. Both meetings will be
in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board Room
from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. For more information or if
you would like to recieve an Alzheimer's Disease Informational Packet, contact Cindy Ragsdale, L.S. W.. 5021
753-5131, extension 199.
Laryngectomee Support Group
Laryngectomy patients and their families are invited to
attend a meeting to share ideas, information and encouragement of new laryngectomees and their spouses.
The group meets the second Friday of each month at 4
p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Private
Dining Room. If you would like more information about
the group, contact Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or
Ann Ingle, R.N. at 753-5131.
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Farmers line up to buy drought insurance
CHAMP4AIGN, Ill. (AP) —
Midwestern farmers whose crops
are threatened by drought rushed
to insurance agents this month to
buy a unique rain-guarantee
policy, but one official says it is
more like gambling than
protection.
Agents say farmers will collect
if their counties receive less than a
certain percentage of the normal
June-August rainfall, regardless
of how the weather affects their
crops. More rain means no payoff.
"I guess its like playing a hand
of poker — you're just gambling
on the rainfall," said farmer John
Clark of Reddick in northern Illinois. "If it rains in August and
your crops are already lost, you
lose your money. But what do you
do in a situation like this?"
Clark has about 800 acres of corn
that soon will reach the most
,critical stage, but without ram.
there could be substantial losses.
Many Cornbelt farmers are in
the same predicament.
Federal crop insurance was
available to protect farmers
against losses from drought and
other disasters, but University of
Illinois farm management
specialist Royce Hinton says only
13 percent of the acres in Illinois
are covered. .
And that insurance must be purchased each year by April 15. The
drought was not as apparent then
as it was when private insurance
agents began advertising the
newer drought insurance in May

and June.
"I received applications for
about $7 million in total
coverage," said Gert McGinnis of
Reddick, an agent with the ShaferPearson Agency. '
r
She said about 150 farmers rushed into her office before the June
17 deadline. One applied for $1
million in insurance and paid a
$20,000 premium.
"There is real fear and panic,"
said McGinnis. "One man said,
'The money I gave you tonight was
as good an investment as I could
make in Las Vegas."
Farmers said agents cautioned
them that they were merely applying for the insurance, and that
companies could reject their
requests.
Iowa-based seed company
Pioneer International acted as an
agent for the drought insurance,
offering policies in Iowa, Indiana,
Ohio and Wisconsin, said
spokesman Steve Daugherty. He
said other companies also offered
the ins,urance in states like
Illinois. '
Richard Carlson, assistant
director of the Illinois Department
of Insurance, said the drought insurance was being offered by
Federal Insurance Co., part of the
- Chubb Group of Insurance
Companies.
"We've never approved the
form, and were not sure its insurance." said Carlson, who has
asked to see the policy and meet
with company officials "It may
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la Only 71/16"
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•40-Watt
Capacity
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Dual-Cassette Remote Phone
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Keep On Celebrating
With These TERRIFIC SAVINGS!
Men's He
First Quality Sportcoats

*26

Irregular Sportcoats
and Blazers

*17

6995
Cut

Reg

2995

$25
$16

Irregular Suits
Irregular Blazers

Spots metal under soil
wood and dry sahd
#63-3001 Ratie• pc

(Some items have limited quantities)

WHOLESALE STORES INC.
Mon -Sat 9-5
204 S 51h St., Mayfield

Sun 1-5

AM/FM Stereo

Clarinette'-123 By Realistic

Cut 35/
1
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Save 124395
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Ihi Reg

2388

Low As $15 Per Month. 199.95

Reg. Separate
Items 36.90

Has 10-station memory
and auto-seek, matching
speakers. #13-1227

Batteries extra

Headphones, 3-band
Ea. #12-126, #33-1000

Save s50
Reg. 179.95
Low As $15
Per Month•

Walks and talks at your ,
command. With remote.'
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& Shoulder
Strap
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Per Month.
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Model 150 By

Realistic
Save your memories on tape! Features easy "point-and-shoot"
auto-focusing, 6-1 power zoom lens and electronic viewfinder. Includes adapter for playing VHS-C cassettes on any standard VHS
VCR. With rechargeable battery pack, charger and A/V output cable. #16-851

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/bac* Store or Dealer Nearest You

VI,l mi
247-2757

6

12995 -7

25" 39 95

Ladies' Items

499.95
Digital video memory effects, onscreen remote programming.
116-651 Remote bPtteries e xt'a

Save $500

By Radio Sti

iiir?

Save 30095
s100
%Flo Reg.

Hurry! Only a Few Days to Save!
Sale ends 6/30/88

Programmable
Robie° Sr. Robot

By Radio Shar

Model 70 By Realistic

COMPACT VHS-C CAMCORDER SALE!

and storing
Dual cassettes make changing
batteries
remote
With
easy.
messages
#43-391

Take advantage of these
terrific savings while they last'

CAD

Dual
Cassettes

Reg.
99.95

Electronic
Metal Detector

Digital-Effects
VHS VCR With HQ

Cssette/AM/FM Stereo Phono

CO3

Save $30

Laboratorps L censing CorCi

Low As $20 Per Month.

Full 5 watts power and
no crystals to buy!
if21-1663

•
Low As $15 Per Month
7

'TM Dolb

Save
$40

ET-425 By Radio Shack

59 Printers
measure

Auto-reverse cassette player with
Dolby' B NR, headphones.
#14-1033, 33-1000 Eiatter,eS extra

TRC-216 By Realistic

•

Save
$50

Reg. Separate
Items 64.90

40-Channel
Walkie-Talkie

Reg.
99.95

Phone
Auto-Dialing Cordless

54 Antlered
animal
55 Female ruff
56 Declare

3995

!
49 9
a5
Ph

Attractive and provides
plenty of workspace
Easy assembly Simulated oak finish 026-135k I

Large enough for wide
132-column printers
Easy assembly Simulated oak finish m26-242

Personal Stereo
Cassette By Realistic

Cut 40% 38% Off

Low As 530 Per Month •

69951

17995

Minimus'-7 By Realistic

Cut
30%

of

Save
$40

Die-Cast Speaker

59500
By

1 l' i $11 V11

Reg. Separate
Low As $15 Reg.
Items 152.85
Per Month• 219.95
Auto-reverse AM/FM/cassette. 5- Dolby* B NR, 5-band EC), AM/FM
band EO, two 4" speakers. stereo. #14-765 Batter vs extra
'TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp
#12-1928/1952/1704

Save
s400

Computer
Workcenter

Deluxe Printer
Stand By TanL1
.17%

12,zz • .
z=.„
0/'1..'1....1•1

Modulaire -2250 By Realistic

Low As $15 Per Month•

Reg
995.00

ammlio

a
aritir
Er 40•111‘:
/4:1;
r-:1'1•°•°'1 01°ffIl'

4-Track Hi-Speed
Dubbing Deck

Save
$53
9985

PC-ComPatible Daisy-Wheel
DWP 520 By Tandy
Printer
-

Reg.
1499.00

ii:117111ViVi'D
. too '
00 iooifooloo;
:
fo
II I

Only 1 1/2" wide and weighs just 28 oz., so it goes
wherever you do! Memory stores up to 40 numbers
for accurate speed-dialing. #17-2001

CM-5 Color Monitor
Regularly $299.95
Reg. Separate
Items 1498.95
is ready
This high-speed 286-based PC compatible
2 softDeskmateto use with the included Personal 3,C: 720K disk
built-In
and
RAM
ware Has 640K
drive #25-1600/1043

900

Where available

Low As $55 Per Month.

119900

112=l4Wella

es

CT-300 By Radio Shack

Save
$29995

Tandy P
1000
TX

heroine
33 Youngster
35 Psoriasis
39 Latin
coniunction
40 Make lace
41 -man
(strong
person)
44 Desk
46 Harem rooms
48 Goals
49 Farm animal
50 Actor Vigoda
51 Insect egg
52 Friend Fr

32R•l
34

Al
l —ti :'

Buy a Tandy 1000 TX, Get a
Color Monitor at No Charge!

About
Amelia-.
20 Concerning

RUU

36
DS MO

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

26

18

16IR

23

11

14

13

is

22

10

106 \
••.1=1
INI

Radio Shack—The Largest Network of
Consumer Electronics Stores in the USA

[ladle Ihaelt

11 Write
16 Obtained
18 Tersely
cogent
20 Durocher of
baseball
22 Form
23 Become
aware
of
24 Running

4 Roman road
5 Decide
6 Babylonian
deity
7 Hard-wood
tree
8 Jump
9 Hit lightly
10 Anger

215

Premiums for Kankakee County
were as much as $14 per acre,
depending on the level of
coverage.

Low As $60 Per Month •

RAMP
P -0.0
T.A . P . A
AG I 0
L
E 0 N .O. N
-PALL
A •l.
ELT
,
- T
E A T Y
O.R.A T .E.S

319
Ms SO

The more rain, the smaller the
payoff. More than half of normal
precipitation would mean no
money for insured farmers.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

37
38
41
42

1 Unit of
Danish

In percent increase from 1980 to 1987
U.S. a

A farmer in Kanakee County
would pay a premium of $2.10 an
acre for a maximum payoff of $100
per acre if the county received no
more than 30 percent of its normal
90-day rainfall of 12.4 inches.

be closer to gambling."
Chubb Group spokeswoman
Mary Lu Korkuch said company
officials would discuss the situation with the Illinois department
but had no immediate response to
Carlson's comments.
Carlson said his department
could fine the company for selling
the drought insurance without approval, and could order refunds to
farmers who believed they were
misled.
The insurance works this way,
McGinnis explained:

[CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

At commercial banks in the Midwest

,swirctoisit Toucti .1i,i
ono

&mote systems Sryi coroptite,,icid

A

Ow?,rune
muse line
ys iLl eoiltiO

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND (1E AI FRS

ietore n areas ye
irolary dal)lines you tan stel use services requiring tones luie hIP nee
nes WE Sennteem• *I set
•Radio Shack revolving credit Payment may vary depending upon account halanrv
AMNOOMMNIPPPMMIOOMOMIPMMMOOOMMIMIMPIMWOhll.M.MPIIIMPW

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome
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Two injured in one-car wreck
Two people were injured in a
one-car accident at midnight Friday on Kentucky 121 south of Murray, according to a report from the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
The car. driven by Shannon
Leigh Contri, 17. 807 N. 17th, was
headed south when the vehicle
swerved to the east side of the
road. The driver stated that she
over-corrected and went off the

OBlir

west side of the road and came to
rest in a ditch, according to the
report.

Mrs. \anev Iona Martin
Mrs. Nancy Iona Martin, 101,
died Sunday at 3:55 a.m. at Senior
Citizens' Nursing Home.
Madisonville.
She was the wife of the late Rev.
C.E. Martin who had retired as
pastor of St. John Missionary Baptist Church, Murray. They moved
to Madisonville when he retired

Admitted to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital was
Richie Robertson, 20, Rt.8. He has
been released. Jeff Scarbrough,
24, Rt. 6 was treated and released
at the hospital. Contri and another
passenger. Ken Barnett, 22, were
apparently not injured.

Valedictorian kills mother before graduation
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. (AP #
- A valedictorian who killed his
mother with a baseball bat only:10
hours before he was to graduate
from high school said she wouldn't
"give him any freedom," police
said.
William Shrubsall. 17, was to be
arraigned today on a charge of
second-degree murder. He was be-

ing held in the city jail without
bail.
Shrubsall beat his 56-year-old
mother, Marianne, to death Saturday morning after an argument
over his late return from his
girlfriend's house, Detective Lt.
Richard Clute said.
Friends and neighbors reacted
with disbelief that Shrubsall, who

REDUCED RATES
Tobacco Crop-Hail Insurance
*SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
FOR LARGE PRODUCERS
Call Us For A Quote Today

Western Kentucky
Insurance Inc.
Tony Boyd Agency
302 N. 12th St.,

753-5842

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

1986 Mazda RX7, 13_,•ganci 5
soeec s•dtng 'oof at
- age
'11.900

was bound for the University of
Chicago this fall, could have committed the crime.
"You can't say an
bad
about him ... he was just super
nice," said neighbor Darlene
Irish. "Whenever his mother said
anything he did it just like that."
"He had everything going for
him." said classmate Terry
Adamec. "He was the smartest
guy in the whole school,"
However. Shrubsall's attorney,
Paul Cleary, said there was a
history of problems between
mother and son. "He made a
detailed statement of that to police
and it will come out in court,"
Cleary-said.Mrs. Shrubsall, who weighed
close to 300 pounds, had beaten the
teen-ager before, said The Buffalo
News, quoting an unidentified
source. Despite the boy's success,
she pressured him to do more, the
source said.
"He claimed his mother
wouldn't give him any freedom,"
elute said.
They had lived alone in their
well-kept suburban home Since
Shrubsall's father, William, Sr..
died in 1985, police said. '
Before the killing. Mrs. Shrub.
sail called the girl's home demanding that her son return home,
polite said. She was waiting for
him in the driveway, where the
argument began.
The two went inside and Mrs
Shrubsall threatened to call the
girl's parents. When Shrubsall
tried to prevent her from using the
phone, she struck him in the face
with the receiver, police said.
Shrubsall went to his room and
got the bat. The killing occurred in
a hallway outside his room, police
said.
School officials passed over the
scheduled valedictory speech, and
made no mention of Shrubsall during Saturday's graduation.
4.
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here in 1962.
Mrs, Martin was a member of
Oak Grove Baptist Church,
Madisonville, where she had been
active until about 12 years ago
when her health begin failing.
She was born Feb. 14, 1887, in
Caldwell County.
Survivors are one daughter.
Mrs. Viorah Shane, Madisonville;
two grandsons. the Rev. C.E. Martin, Inkster, Mich.. and James H.
Martin, Mt. Clemmons, Mich.:
one granddaughter, Mrs. Mari Ola
Martin Madison, Evansville, Ind.;
nine great-grandchildren; three
great-great-grandchildren; two
nephews-of Detroit, Mich.
-Mason and Sons Funeral Home
of Madisonville will be in charge
of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Mrs. Carrie Pace.
of 721
Nash Dr.. Murray. died Sunday at
2:04 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband. Noah W. Pace,
died June 12, 1979.
Born Aug. 16. 1900. in Greenfield, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Will Matheny and Lucy
Lowery Matheny.
Mrs. Pace was a member of
West Murray Church of Christ.
Survivors are three daughters.
Mrs. Lawrence !Laverne I Capps.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ed 1Katherne ,
'Holden.. Almo, and Miss Lorene
Pace. Murray; one son Estel

The funeral for Chesley C. Fairsing Home.
ris was Sunday at 4 p.m. in the
He is survived by h's wife. Mrs.
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Viv_ian, Cathcart Fairris. one „
-Funeral Home. The Rev. James 'daughter.
Mrs Ruble S. 'Johnnie I
Garland officiated. Mrs. Oneida
Taylor New concord, one son.'
White was organist and soloist
Conred Fairris. Estil Springs,
Pallbearers were Mark,,, Bog- Tenn.;
four sisters. Mrs. Lexie
Services for Jack Wyrui, wetly' gess. Michael Boggess:Aeorge
Morton and Mrs Ruby Parker,
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Taylor, Max Boyd, Charles
Murray. Mrs Nturrnon Davis,
Blalock-Coleman Puneral Home. Smotherman and Jimmy F'airris
Mayfield. and Mrs Zenobia
John Dale and Weldon Thomas of- Entombment was in ;Murray
Grooms. Coca Beach. Fla . nine
belated. -Jerry-Bolls diret-ted-the- Mausoleum.
grandchildren.,
Mr. Fairris, S7, Hazel. died Frisong service.
grandchildren. one great-great•
at 6:30 ri m at West View Nut. grandchild
Pallbearers were Larry Wynn. day
•
Teddy Wynn, Jimmy Wynn.
Jackie Wynn. Don Spiceland and
Jerry Spiceland. all grandsons.
Burial was in Murray City
Mrs. Imogene Smith I tyer
Cemetery.
Ypsilanti. Mich.. died Enda \
Mr. Wynn. 91. died Friday at p m. at a hospital there
11:45 a.m. at West.View Nursing
A .native of Callowa ,
Home.
she was the daughter
•!',
He is survived by one daughter. Walter Smith and Pearl Fer..:
Mrs. F.H. +JuanitaiSpiceland Jr.. Smith.
Rt. 4. Murray; two sons, James
She was preceded in death hy
Wynn. Benton. and Copas Wynn. one son. Jimmy Dale Drinkttrii is
aldrit Lentz
Dov4r. Tenn.; one brother P.L. Oct. 5. 196.‘.'and one sister MN
Wynn. Nashville. Tenn.; seven
Verna Enoch. on Nov :7 1w•:
l'Araeoti.: .1re.
grandchildren; eight greatIiartur 3r •::
.Mrs.
Oyer,
is
survi%
ed.
grandchildren ;• two stepgreat.•I , - •
• husband. Bob tyer. one
grandchildren
neth Drinkard.
psilar,!:

Jack Wynn

Imogene Smith( er

NIrs. era
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BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

*Excellent Rates on fkitedicare Suppleme
nt
*Personalized Life Insurance (Term-Business
In
Universal Life-IRA -Annuities — We Have
It Alli
*Group Insurance Our Specialty'
* Temporary Major Medical

Call Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th Murray
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Call
Colorryrne now onil
I II lure soy of these in
your home TODAY' No cash
deposit no long term
obligation Take it from me
folk for rent to own,
Colorings is the only way
to fly'

$5 $10 &$15 Racks
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•
(NISI I ?Wed,' 214f20 ft(
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payment

•

Minimum 0 week
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204 S. 4th St, Murray 759-4487
ALL STORES INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OpERATED

1987, ColorTyme, Inc
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Pace and wife. Rose, Paris,
'Tenn.; two sisters. Mrs. Attie
Thorn. Almo. and Mrs. Tommie
Pritchett. Dexter: two brothers,
Russell Matheny and William
Jesse Matheny. Paris, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren; i3 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. John
Hicks will officiate • Burial will follow in the Stewart
Cemetery.. Friends may call'at the funeral
home after "1 p m. today
+ Monday

ChesleN ( Fairris

NEED INSURANCE?

V\J

\

1Irs. Carrie Pace

\7!

N
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NEW YoRK • Al' - TIAenty
years atter anti -war dernyw.tranuns pylon/eft the; notion
Americans remam deeply divided
over Wheth..r the protests changed
society for better or for worse. a
Media General-Associated
poll says.
Nearly three-quarters fit tho,
questioned in the national survey
agreed that the anti-war protests
had a lasting effect on-societ. and
a smaller majority said the movement forged lasting change in I
foreign policy
But those who said the protests
changed American society were
split on whether the, Impact was
positive or negative: 51 percent
said positive and 41 percent said
negative. The rest didn't know.
The division was even more pronounced2among those who said the
protests had a lasting effect on
U.S. foreign policy: 47 percent
said the effect was positive and 45
percent said it was negfitive. The
poll's overall margin of error was
3 percentage points.
The movement protesting U.S.
involvement in the Vietnam War
reached a crescendo in the summer of 196$, as demonstrators occupied college campuses and battled with poiice during the
Democratic National Convention
in Chicago.
Two decades later, the Media
General-AP poll found that divisions over the protest movement
In many cases remain
NOTICE
We Haul White Coldwater
Gravel acid Die t.
K &K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24" Deep Freri Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
or

435 4319 Bob Kern

Jr

Some Family Quarrels Can't
Be Buried With the Deceased
By Abigail Van Buren
1988 by Un,versai Press Synd,cate

DEAR ABBY. I can certainly
relate to that woman who had a
falling out with her brother. She
hadn't spoken to him for seven
years, and when he died, she didn't
go to his funeral. She said, "I'm no
hypocrite."
Three years ago, I learned that
my brother had stolen from our
elderly parents. When I confronted
him with the evidence, he asked me

to lie to cover up for him. I refused.
That's when he hit me in the temple
with a full can of beer, beat me up,
took all my cash and left.
The day he did that to me, my love
for him died. As far as I am
concerned, I no longer have a
brother, and if he were to drop dead
tomorrow, I wouldn't attend his
funeral.
Abby, you said Funerals are for
5

TELL ME DOCTOR ..YOU
SEEM MORE NERVOUS TODAY
THAN USUAL

27

15 THERE A REASON
FOR THIS?

Ver(
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DEAR NO HYPOCRITE NO.
the living. The deceased will not
know who was there, but the 2: I was clearly outnumbered on
grieving family will. Perhaps if that this one. Read on for a typical
woman had attended her brother's dissenter:
funeral and buried her grievances,
DEAR ABBY: Regarding your
it might have made her feel better."
recent letter from the woman who
. I rarely disagree with you, but didn't attend her brother's funeral
this time you were wrong. Some because she wasn't a hypocrite, I
grievances can never be buried.
think your answer was way off.
NO HYPOCRITE No. 2
A funeral may well be for the
living, but the living should apply
first to the immediate family of the
deceased, i.e. wife, husband, children - not brothers and sisters.
My father had a brother who
ignored him in his later years
despite repeated attempts by my
father to initiate contact. This hurt
my father deeply, but there was no
falling out - they just never spoke.
Then my uncle showed up at my
father's funeral.
His presence upset my mother
and me because we both knew how
much one short visit from this
brother would have meant to my
father when he was alive.
You'll probably say that we
shouldn't carry a grudge, and
maybe my uncle was trying to make
up for what he had failed to do
before, but nothing could make up
for the hurt he caused my father in
his final years.
Bitter? You'd better believe I'm
bitter.
TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE
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DEAR ABBY: Speaking of hypocrites and funerals, when my wonderful mother died at 81, many of
her friends came to her funeral. Did
it give me pleasure to see such a
turnout? No, it didn't.
Where were all these "friends"
when my poor mother lay partially
paralyzed in a nursing home for six
years? Mother would have so en'joyed a visit from these.so-called
friends, but none of them came.
When I saw them "paying their
last respects- at my mother's
funeral, I wanted to say: "It's too
late now. Where were you when she
needed you?"
PESHE'S DAUGHTER
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WHEN I PULL MY
BL ANK ET OVER MY
CHEST MY FEET
GET COLD

BUT IF I COVER MY
FEET MY CHEST GETS
COLD
YOUR BLANKET"
15 ON
SIPE WAY5

Habitat project
their largest yet

441
0 4

HOUSE TRAVEL ANNOUNCES

BONUS BUCK$
Now in Effect; Each Time You Purchase
* Airline Ticket
* Amtrak Ticket
* Tour
*Cruise
* Hotel
* Car Rental
You will receive BONUS BUCKS
to be used for Future Travel
BONUS BUCKS are transferrable.
BONUS BUCKS have no expiration dates.
May be used any time.
BONUS BUCKS will not be replaced if lost or stolen.
Take advantage of House Travel's
New BONUS BUCKS and start saving money
when you travel!
For full details; we invite you to meet our highly trained professional staff
Stop by or call:

4

ou3e
1304 Chestnut

0
(Next to Subby's-Dixielond Shopping Center)

Murray, Ky. 42071

lite Experienced Travel Agem

759-1074
or 800-634-4903

ATLANTA I API - Habitat for
Humanity today began construction on its largest housing project
yet - 20 houses in five days, to be
sold at cost to working poor
families in southeast Atlanta.
The non-profit Christian
organization's annual "Jimmy
Carter Work Project" got under
way with about 400 construction
volunteers, backed by another 800
support personnel.
The former president, a veteran
of Habitat for Humanity ltorts, is
scheduled to join the volunteers
for the project's final three days.
The hundreds of carpenters some experienced house-builders,
and all taking a week off from
their own jobs - began sawing
and hammering after Atlanta
Mayor Andrew Young proclaimed
"Habitat for Humanity Week" and
led an impromptu rendition of a
spiritual, "When The Roll Is Called Up Yonder."
"You bring with you the spirit
and love of God, and a concern for
'the least of these' - God's
children," Young, a Congregationalist minister, told the
workers. "We are willing to combine our service and our cash in
the service of Christ."
The 20 houses are being built on
land donated by the city.
The houses - typically three,- ,
bedroom,-one-bath models - will
be sold at no profit, with no interest, to 20 working families with
children. Mortgage payments
average about $175 a month, including taxes and insurance.
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ORDINANCE NUMBER 88-872
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE CITY OF
MURRAY,KENTUCKY ANNUAL BUDGET
FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1988 THROUGH
JUNE 30, 1989 FOR THE GENERAL FUND,
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUND,
MUNICIPAL AID TAX FUND: SANITATION, LANDFILL & CENTRAL GARAGE
DIVISIONS, AND REVENUE SHARING
FUND,BY ESTIMATING REVENUES AND
APPROPRIATING FUNDS FOR THE
OPERATION OF CITY GOVERNMENT:
WHEREAS, an annual budget proposal has
been presented by the Mayor to the city
council and,
WHEREAS, the Murray City Council has
reviewed such budget proposal and made
any necessary modifications:
NOW,THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED BY
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL, AS
FOLLOWS, TO WIT:
Section I. For operation of the City of Murray
General Fund total Revenues in the amount
of $2,194,579 with a Fund Balance of $550,000
are hereby appropriated for total expenditures in the amount to $2,329,599 leaving a
Fund Balance on June 30, 1989 in the amount
of $414,980.
Section II. For operation of the City of Murray Cemetery total Revenues in the amount
of $16,500 with a Fund Balance of $50,000 are
hereby appropriated for total expenditures
in the amount of $39,800 leaving a Fund
Balance on June 30, 1989 in the amount of
$26,700.
Section III. For operations under the
Municipal Aid Tax Fund total Revenues in
the amount of $156,000 with a Fund Balalnce
of $110,000 are hereby appropriated for total
expenditures in the amount of $207,500 leaving a Fund Balance on June 30, 1989 in the
amount of $58,500.
Section IV. For operation of the Sanitation,
Landfill and Central Garage Divisions total
Revenues in the amount of $897,000 with a
Fund Balance of $510,000 are hereby appropriated for total expenditures in the
amount of $1,095,900 leaving a Fund Balance
on June 30, 1989 in the amount of $311,100.
Section V. Federal Revenue Sharing funds in
the amount of $2,850 are hereby appropriated in full as contribution to the
operation of the Murray Calloway County
Park leaving no Fund Balance on June 30,
1989.
Section VI. This budget contains appropriations for a 4r'r cost of living salary increase
for City of Murray employees and a 2.5rt,
merit raise for certain City of Murray
employees.
Section VII. The attached revenue projections
and line item expenditures of each City of
Murray Department and Division are
hereby adopted effectie July 1, 1988 and shall
not be changed except by ordinance
amendment.
Adopted by the Murray City; Council on the 16
day of June. 1988.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 23
day of June 1988.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk
CEMETERY
GENERA:.
F,NTFUNE
REVENUES
Property Taxes-Real & Personal
Vehicle Tax-County Court Clerk
Insurance Tax
Vehicle License Tax
Occupational License Tax
Franchise Taxes
Bank Shares
Intergovernmental Revenues
Padd Grant
Permits, Fees, Fines & Other
Cemetery Lots And Other
Sanitation & Central Garage
Revenues
Total Revenues
Fund Balance 07,0t 88
Total Funds Available
Expenditures
General Government
Police Department
Fire Department
Animal Control
Cemetery
Street Department
Planning, Zoning & Engineering
Special Appropriations
Sanitation Department
Landfill Department
central Garage Operations
Total Expenditures
Fund Balance

715.000
92,000
462,500
350,000
100.000
87,250
48,000
-=5,029
30,000
84,800

VAC:PAL A:r. SAN:TA7:CN
TAX FIN: CENTRAL IARAGE

156.000

16,500
897.000
2.194.579
550,000
2.744.579

16.500
50,000
66,500

156,000
110.000
266.000

SR7.000
510,000
1,407.000

363,525
778,449
739,955
21,970
39.800
207.500

212,300
106,050
107,350

587.300
424,650
83,950
2,329,599

39,800

207,500

1,095.900

414.980

26,700

58,500

311.100
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PROPERTY
TAX NOTICE

City Clerk
NHEREAS.the City of Murray has adopted City Ordmaro
e
327. Codified and subsequently amended
asS71.01 of the City of Murray Code of Ordinances. and
WHEREAS. the Murray Police Department has asked for
insturctions and directions with respect to
interpretation of language in the ordinance as it relates to "permane
ntly displayed in a conspicious place
on the rear or front of the vehicle such license sticker
or tag for the current year
NOW THEREFORE. be it resolved by the City of Murray
that the following legislative intent is hereby
adopted to assist the Murray Police Department and or
the Courts in interpreting the above-mentioned
language
Section I. The term "permanently affixed" is defined as
affixed by the adhesive provided on the decal
isticker 1. A properly applied decal cannot be transrere
d to any other vehicle a decal isticker displayed
by any other means shall not be considered properly
displayed except as outlined in Section 2 hereof
Section 2 It is understood that from time to time automobil
e dealerships doing business through retail.
wholesale, lease or rental of vehicles provide vehicles
for the use of the dealer, staff, or personnel of
the dealership. These such automobiles shall be exempt
for the purpose of Ordinance 327, only to the
extent that the sticker shall not be "permanently affixed'.
but shall be kept with the person of the dealer.
staft, or personnel and shall be produced upon request
for the purpose of enforcement of Ordinance 327
THE DEALER, STAFF, OR MEMBER OF PERSON
NEL WILL NOT BE EXEMPTED FROM PURCHASING AND DISPLAYING A DECAL (STICKER)
FOR HIS HER ON N PRIVATELY OWNED
VIMICLES WHICH FALL UNDER THE PROVISIONS
OF ORDINANCE 327.
Set-don 3. Nonresidents of Murray. Kentucky, who
are employed within the City of Murray shall display
a decal Istickeri as outlined in Section 1 hereof. If
a nonresident has vehicle problems lie Inoperative
for repairs and the person temporarily operates another
vehicle for the purposes of transportation to
or from employment inside the City of Murray the person
will display a receipt indcating proof of purchase I compliance pursuant to the provisions of Ordiance
327_ Displaying the receipt will be by taping
the receipt to the right lower corner of the front windshiel
d
Adopted on this the 23rd day of June, 1988.
Holmes Ellis. Mayor

can neip you wheit,•
orobrem ;S. thrOt•c"
'Tarr age or bus,
lai's Doro fad to see
s
Ooo giaea consuilar,

WANT ADS
get RESULTS
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
••••••••••••,..

41
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I

filet
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nm
ill14•Wor_

41164111•104

"You know, Vern
the thought of what this
place Is gonna look Ilk* In about a week pust
gives me the crimps-

'5.00 Off Reading
With This Coupon
3210 Lon Oak Rd Paducah
554-7904 9.m-lOpm Oally
LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Shop 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893, now has $4
short sleeve sweatshirts
in size S,M,L,XL
We
also have XXL & XXXL
sweatshirts Call 491
8580 for all punch
embroidery supplies
including the Dial a
Loop needle, and
sweatshirts
NEW factory outlet
open Lamps & shades
at big discount, glass,
ceramic & brass
available, located at
Southside Shopping Ctr
Next to Quick Print
Open Wed
Fri 9a m
3p m. 8. Sat
12 15
4 15p m Call 753 2332
WE clean your rings,
free
We discount
iewelry, every day We
buy old gold We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold_ If we
don't have what you want
We ill get it for you Gold
Nugget, 106 E. South
Street, Mayfield, Ky ,
Phone 502 247 6762
Ttl.ANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape 53 50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246

2

No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree local claim wetter"
GRAN NYS Kountry
Krafts is now open on
weekends 9A M 6P M
Saturday and 12 6P M
Sunday 5 miles South of
Murray on Hwy 121
Come see what we have
for you
LOSE inches. reduce
stress improve pos
ture, tone & condition
muscles Get passive
exercise before work
on lunch hOur, or on the
way home. Murray Hot
Tubs, 115 So _ 13th St
753 3492

6

MEMORANDUM OF LEGISLATIVE INTENT

INVITATION
ORDINANCE NUMBER 88-869
TO BID
AN
ORDINANCE
AMENDING ORThe Murray-CalloDINANCE CODIFIED AS 492.01 OF THE CIway Co. Park
TY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY CODE OF
Board will accept
ORDINANCES STANDARDS OF SAFETY.
bids to purchase a
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
1988 model tractor.
OF MURRAY KENTUCKY. AS FOLLOWS.
Specifications may
TO-WIT:
be obtained at the
SECTION I. In order to bring Section 92.01
Park's Dept. office,
IA) of the Code of Ordinances into comP.O. Box 224, 10th
pliance ivith requirements of the State Fire
8r Payne St.. MurMarshall, Section 92.01 A of the City of
ray, Ky.
Murray, Kentucky, Codified Code of OrBids are to be
dinances is hereby amended in its entirereturned by 3 p.m.
ty to read as follows:
July 8, 1988 to the
A The 1987 Edition of the Standards
Park's Dept office.
of Safety , and all codes a part
The park board
thereof, as promulgated by the office
reserves the right
of State Fire Marshall of the Departto accept or reject
ment of Housing. Building. and Conany or all bids.
struction, of the Commonwealth of
Signed,
Kentucky: a copy of which is on file
Harry Patterson.
in the office of the City Clerk, adopted
Chairman,
cln full as if set out at lenght herein.
Murray-Calloway
SECTION II. Any portion of this
County Park
Ordinance Codified as 492 of the Murray
Board,
Code of Ordinances as amended which
P.O. Box 224
may be in conflict with this ordinance is
Murray, Ky.
herby repealed to the extent of such
conflict.
Adopted on the first reading on the 9 day 2
Notice
of June, 1988.
Adopted on the second reading on the 23
MRS. THERESA
day of June. 1988.
Psychic Astrologer
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
lissciar & Advisor
Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

6

CANCER
INSURANCE

The City Clerk's Office will, during the week of July
4, 1988, file liens on all real properties in the City
of Murray which have 1987 unpaid tax bills. In addition, the City Clerk will forward copies of unpaid
tax bills to the City Attorney for tax recovery process through the Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk's Office.
Jo Crass

Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

Notice

Notice

-DMlSSIONS Coun
selor
Postition avails
ble for admissions
counselor at Bethel'
College
Requires col
lege degree, previous
experience in admission
marketing, sales, or
counseling Potion part
of a mature
ex
perienced four person
team Some travel re
quired Send resume to
Dr
Thomas Hamilton.
B eth
eg e
McKenzie, TN 38201
BUSINESS CARDS Get
1,000 Free with 1,000
cards ordered
Highest
quality at lowest prices
Weekdays only, 436 2263
E LDERLY care
Ward's Boarding Home,
Hwys 641 & 1422, per
sonal care family at
mosphere
reasonable
rates experienced Call
362 9039
GIFTS and collectibles
Lynn Grove Hwy 94W
Opening July 1 through
July 4
Regular
Schedule. ZuesdaY
Saturday 10a m 4 p m
GOING out of business
sale
John's Saving
Center, 2206 Coldwater
Rd
All merchandise
sale priced Cash sales
only

Help Wanted

$ 4 50 per 100 paid
weekly. Easy assembly
at home making small
decorative pillows Full
or part time We supply
all pre cut materials
and pay Shipping
FREE INFO Send a
stamped, self
addressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises.
Dept 102 1947 Batmore
St PSL FL 34984 or call
407 335 0456
ACT Now New House of
Lroya Super Party
Plan, 500 Exciting
items Area supervisors
needed
Work from
home
No investment.
pre training Call Doris
502 65,3 3671
CAPTAIN D's, Murray.
now •hiring kitchen help
full time & part time
apply in person, be
tween 2 & 4 p m
DESK clerk for local
motel, part time some
days some nights Send
resume to
P 0 Box
1040 C
Murray. KY
42071
DISTRIBUTE Blue
Bird 100% pure natural
fruit juices in Holiday
Inn, Ramada, Quality.
Best Western and other
commercial accounts
set up by company No
selling involved Annual
census shows average
monthly profit of
51902 50 increasing to
S4566 due to company's
participation
This is
not a get rich quick
scheme
You must
qualify to be selected
Requires cash invest
ment of $72,000 for
equipment
Call toil
free
1 800 782 1550
Operator 4 J Anytime
GET paid for reading
books! $100 per title
Write. PASE 187P, 161
Lincolnway. N
S
Aurora, IL 60541
HIRING' Government
,ObS your area 515,000
558.000
Call 1602 ,
838 8885 Ext 684
IF you are not satisfied
With your present lob
and need at least $36,000
Per year, then we can
use you Sena name and
phone number to
Op
portunity. P o box 479
Paducah, KY 42007 0479
EOE
IMMEDIATE ooenin
for female kitchen help
Must be 21 and able to
work days Apply at the
Big Apple Cafe,
Puryear, TN or call
901 247 5798, after
ha m

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
Murray Calloway County hospital has an
immediate opening for a full-time Medical
Technologist 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift.
Qualified applicants must be A.S.C.P.
Competitive salary and benefit package.
For more information contact:
Personnel Department
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-5131
Ext. 114

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised

Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And,
"A +" Rated Insurance Com-\
panies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.
CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year Of Service"

Help

Wanted

6. Help Wanted

NEED 5 teachers to
Show WorldBook to 5
qualified families per
week for $100 per week
Call 507 554 5500 or 753
5570
LINEMAN with 4 years
or more experience in
distribution line work
Salary negotiable de
pending on experience
Reply to
Hickman
Electric System
P0
Box 228. Hickman KY
42050 Phone 502 236
3951
LOAN officer
collec
tor
experience
preferred
Weekends a
must
For appt call
474 2227
MEDICAL technologist
wanted for modern
hospital laboratory in
the Kentucky Lake
Area of Western Ky
Excellent fringe ben
el 's ana highly corn
petitive salary . corn
mensurate' witn ex
perience
Laboratory
under new manage
ment
Contact Corn
Munity Hospital. 206
West South Street
Mayfield. KY 41066
Telephone 502 247 5211
Ext 100
NATIONAL advertising
company seeles sales
person in this area
Most expenses paid
$36 000 545.000 yearly
Must have sales es
perience and car
Overnignt travel
Cai'
Campbe.S[
Mr
9A M 5P M 527 3869
NEEDED Someone to
ao clean up work tight
body work and minor
mechanical repairs
Salary commensurate
with experience
Ca'l
Gary Taylor at 753 9251

-, hours only
, Friday
Call

;

Trams

29 Heating and Cooling
'
t• ,
▪,
• oner s

••, i•
Con
Electric

Diti

Business Rentals

30

“1,•••:
or ..'' i
31

le,k1 13r office
1'uSiness C 511

Want

to

Rent

0

.

.•• • Jr ,n
St

istio or
Pi"._•tv5 , Ei-i • ' ' 1
.s aro,
•i•io
. : US
3 1 .1

32

• *.'
u p,
• f
piano nardiy used $900
or nest otter
VCR
rei.orcie• & portable
caysiera with extra bat
teries & carry ni:; case
records exce!rent
moy,es new $1900 firm
180U Ca,753 9513
LARGE :hest free:er
h5r
ouch &
9 X '.
t••••qc
rug
1 2 X 1 •••
: beige wool rUi3 gas
maple table with 4
wrs ad corner china
. abinet
arch.toolts s
ArOoct drawing table aria
tows
an
fr!SL
C.t
'53 3.851 after 5 p
_ARGE
;,
•
seiec non
stock Por
"U'I CI.ngS .e
rnmeCdre deiiyery
• r e0 POvavt,,.
, r at '
Buildings
ii
▪ Y 502 247 7831
OREGON saw
ha flt,
p.nch tor fro.
3 8
foliow ,no bar sizes la
55 88 11 57 14 $'
16
$899 20
& 21
•
$999 wan Hard...Are
Downtown Paris
EERSUCKER suit
2
Piece s,re LI 1 2 neyer
Omen worn ovgial pr.'
550. asking $25 Cs'
,.c
753 5419 ask for

Hart locally run part tline
Train on IP.. •iritne corn
puter• !loin* stue1)
mei
i•nt training Financial aid
available Job plareni•nt
aaaistan.• Naticruat Pldqtra
Pompano Bch Fl.
T TItt‘t I *Hoot
1-800-327-7728

I mftlo c.:*;
!••
T1I1 11551 H..

Apts for

Rent

•.
.•
L..

•

• •

5.

TV Radio
OP 0+ i,r•

26
Want

to

Buy

woocie/1
seCt
oreferreo Cai[
i▪ ••• r5 p m 753 4590
GOOD u5ed baby bed
VayPen ano eighch‘or
Call 753 8498
NOTiCE' Want to buy'
Resictential building
rots in and around
Murray
Bruce Green .
Building Contractor
cd•I 753 8343

Articles for Sale

.• MY pants and shirts
•alaer work boots. wes
•,
r' rn boots and Herman
Survivors Jerry's Sport
irig Goods. Mayfield, Xe
r) I P.tOND solitaire
pendant
1 , 2 carat
(larity of stone is VV2.
and the color is -I"
Appraisal value is $1,
200 Asking $975 Call
753 5064
16

.•60 FURNISHED 2 be
droom with utility room
washer and dryer hook
up on shaded 100x175 lot,
small storage building 2
miles east of town 753
2250
: OR 3 BR furnished or
untut nishea some new
lurnoure natural gas
eie,tric
air con
ditioned
Shady, Oaks
753 5209
vf- N4
rent
cali Dim: s Trader Court
•s9 15'7

le ar •

TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESEF1VATIONIST

15

28 Mobile Homes tor Rent

Equipment

-•\'llQUE Oak
--SSer Over 100 yea'
C"c: $75 Minor engine
.•.•-•, E 'HER its off,,' or repairs anti car ciean
up 535 Cali before 3
".•useis I clean it for p m
759 4916
v
u
References
EAU'!-"t' snop equ.p
!artle Call 753 726:
merit Casi.759 1084
Ditse;Nr, ioom tat'.
10 Business Opportunity
• horsepower 24 inch
,
B riods& Stratton
siso riding
Gas
4 "lower
2. Murray on
powered weed eater
''314' 492
cnain Saw
acquarium
ti4N
1n
53a0
9818any items Call
.1
••`.
„:•.„
1"3,.t.' your EN' RE
SIOk
•
BUS•')OSS
Start • Catl s patterns
are
no money
fast
halt pri•<
„t ,Our future Will' no limite plus 50 uents
1 week only
•
KnOlo•ibleage
train
Murray Sea ing Crr
. 10 & equipment from
- Ey5.000 for sa4 i
Boos
Designer
4667
TUtS
• 1DDEN Late. A .;
• .'"
"j 34q:
• i ii
) qa•ion
.•
99 Ge• at Biai •
1 1
Instruction
•
'V •

14

BOYS
GIRLS

Sports

r

TRAVEL AGENT

NEEDcc:" 4.ocemr.::s
nC,
o.
oL o•ay
..10 "01
G
•
schuc.
"aye been out of SOIOC
9 rriOnTriS or more
3
r 01, are between ages
iSe are a EOE
&
oro.ect .5 furoo
L. 'he Western k.
Pr,,,ate inaustry
.
C:
,uncir ;TPA
C
JT PA Out Of Sc'
753 9378 between
12 00 5 days a week
%0A h , rirg waaress
ooply in person ••,a!
Drive In, East 94
PvLPSES a.Cle rUU
CMA must hi
neat (fear` dec'
ble
Cail tor a:
men? Fern
Loage 753 7139 EOE
PERSON •..) St° •
C 1.511 store
some
• • •, e iit
t pe of
•753 0839 tor '•• • • • o
P PEF
TE
At de's needed im
meciiately
skilled
P iPefitters and welders
for Southern Indiana
inaustriai proiect
Welders must be able to
certif
stainless step'
EOE Call 812 838 6211

20

sEL R TY officers
Z Go Golf cart
4
part time employment
wheel electric with top
available ti the Murray
S500
See
at 806 Gutnrie
area Apply in person
Dr Call '53 8788
Murray Guard Inc
58
Murray Guara Dr
Jackson
KY 41339
22
Musical
.901 668 3122
EOE '
MASON Ham , n
• F
Grano Piano excellent
NG Attendant
onoition $15000 Cali
Permanent Part time
8950
ki,,n!ase State Resorat
Park Grade 4 52 01 per 24
Miscellaneous
hour Appiy at Kenlake
tpL_ T
apt
site
state Resort Park Job
ver
Craftsman saw
An'n ouncement
table bolt hand saw on
vff 41i.V
Cal, evenings 436 5439
9 Situation Wanted
. .'REZ acoust
f
0,1h OeSk 8.
•

Home

Furnishings

9 PIECE Duncan Phrte
dining suite, 75 years
old, white oak with
Original cherry finish.
inlaid table with 6 legs.
3 leaves with case, seat
•
1‘.P'1,..t•X.•••
16, 6 chairs, beautiful
buffet & china, both
JULY ISTONLY
•
inlaid $2 500 Cali
Puryear 901 247 5426 or
NO WORE CALLS - . A :•-•
759 4005 leave number
BEAUTIFUL Walnut
EVERYONE APPLYING
Speakers, 18" Woofers,
retail $800, I'm price
WILL BE HIRED
Call 753 3964
WORLDBOOK
Child
K ING size bed. mat
craft, needs a district
manager for Murray tress & now springs Call
753 6125
area
For information
write
WorldBook, 1175 ORIENTAL rug,
wool,
Clarkline, Paducah, KY Karastan, all
8' Ei"X 12'. pattern
41001
!Orman, like new, $575
PAINTED interior &
Call 901 647 3870
extetior. Call 435 4168,
SUPER single waterbed
after 5 p m
with 6 drawer pedestal
and bookcase headboard
Also micorwave oven
SALES CAREER
753 8606
OPPORTI'IVITT
If you feel that a sales career
18 Sewing Machines
ix right for you hut haven't
found the right mix of pro
USED Singer & Viking
duct, marketing consumer
Sewing machines, your
interest and commission
choice, $49.50 Murray
structure If you spend time
Sewing Ctr
prospecting but know that
getting in front of pre
19 Farm Equipment
screened
potential
customers Is where your
..,AUPE
R C Farmall with
time pays If you are
cultivator
Call after
motivated to succeed. learn
6P M 435 4596
quickly are goal oriented
and want an income corn,
20 Sports Equipment
monsurate with effort Then
consider this opportunity
BUSINESSES
Caps,
We're Miracle Far Forty
Lackets, T shirts, golf
years of innovation has made
shirts for employees
us a leader id our industry If
and advertisement Can
you would like to grow with
us call 800.525.4327 II/ 30
be embroidered or
am. 2 30 p m
printed
Faye's, 514
Main St. 753 7713

nornr• stereo corn
ponent
with wireless
remote control &
speakers Call atter 5 .
p m 759 1274
27 Mobile Homes for Sale

•••

12 X 5a 2 bedroom
Iakeview trailer, re
mOdeltd. most furni
'•• 5401
lure and appliances
included, partially
'
,
its Co'
covered Patio excellent
condition, 513.000 Call
• -rwe
753 1500
121(70 must sell
par
".ir C.1H 753
'
Call
, ally furnished
• , :•• .544
anytime 901 498 8943
• Pt
aPLIi( ation•I
14X70 CUSTOM built 16
Si•ction 8
R.-,
Fleetwood Broadmore
...it:s•ciizt a apt 1 .• ii,
2 BR Call 437 4495
Appiy H •
BR
14X70 Fleetw000 ex
4pi's
Hard,n
A
(client condition, 3 be
E•quai Houa• rig
droom, 2 full bath.
Opportunity
stove, ref , cOw. cen
trai air and heat, un
34 Houses for Rent
derpinning, porch and
outbuilding included
E▪ ast side of Murray 2
Already set up on large
lot in Southwest area sleeping rooms up
riot can be rented) Call stairs Available Aug
$400 per month (ail
491 8261
14x70 1 BEDROOM 2 753 5980
bath Excellent condition
36 For Rent or Lease
Central electric heat and
air, stove, refrigerator, FOR Rent Or lo,a•o•
dishwasher
10)00 1 900 sq ft at 800 S 4th
covered patio, large St Will tient an or part
workshop/storage build
Cali 759 1164 after 5P M
ing Swimming pool in
RENT to Own a Heavy
park E 13 Coach Estates
Duty Washer A n
$13,500 1536923 or 753
Dryer
$18 per week
7475
Call Movie World at
1 0 8
, 1 4 x 6 0 15) -1663
SPRINGHILL, partially
furnished with satellite 37 Livestock Supplies
dish Call 753 6769
GOA for sale Corn fed
1984 BUCANNEER, 3 1 5 r
old
Goon for
bedroom, 2 full baths, barbecue on foot or by
central heat & air. quarters Call 753 3189
appliances, furniture, REGISTER
ED
electric pole and under Limousine bull
Call
pinning Call 753 0220
-136 2997
1985 FLEETWOOD. SIMMENTAL and
14 X 60, 1 Bedroom, Simbran bulls Per
bought new in '86, formance & semen
underpinning, $1950. tested
Excellent qual
Call 753 6929 or 753 6149
ity $650 & up Cadiz,
1988 CLAYTON 14X10, 3 Ky 571 8794
bedroom,. 2 full bath,
Reis Supplies
excellent condition Call 38
753 0411, or 436 5874, MALE Siamese
kitten
after 6 p m
Cali 759 1950
2 BEDROOM doublew
24x40, best offer
43 Real Estate
Call 345 1799 weekends
FOR Sale Good rental
or before 2 30P M
property, four apart
1 BEDROOM mobile
ments, 1 block from
home, 8X50 on 1/2 acre
campus $40,000, call
lot Electric and phone, 753
1203
storage, shed, furnished
GOVERNMENr
Call 436 2674
homes From $1 00 (U
repair / delinquent tap
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
properties and repo's
TRAILER for rent Call For current lists call
Dill's Trailer Court 1 800 292 4655 Et 1774
759 1577
also open evenings

Room

•
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Used

Cars

52

Boats-Motors

2 ESEDROOM house in
Murray,. aluminum
trim, newly re
decorated Call 753 5480,
after 5 p m
3 BEDROOM. I oath,
well maintained home,
great location in town,
wood fenced backyard,
nice landscaping $40,
000 CAII 759 4842, after
5p m

53. Services

COMPLETELY re
ALUMICRAFf
13
1985 OLDS 98 Regency
decorated 3 bedroom Brougham
p.s., p.w , Mercury motor and
brick, 5 minutes east of air, tilt, cruise, trailer Call 753 5080
town You look we talk
AM/FM cassette, wire
14' Crosby fishing boat
Call 753 5836
wheels, new Michelin
With 15 h p motor, tilt
rNERGY efficient, low tires, 53.xxx miles, trailer, depthfinder
maintenance 7 bedroom, $8400
Call 489 2704, trolling motor
Call
1 bath, home with full after 7 p m
753 8123, after 5 p m
basement, aluminum 1985 YAMAHA 200cc
1987 178v
ProCraft, 150
siding, Therma Pane 3 wheeler, bought new
hp
Yamaha Pro V ,
windows and central gas 6 87, excellent condi
Mercury trolling motor.
heat air, on wooded lot in tion
very low miles, L'owrance electronics
Benton Owner moving so $850 Call 436 5442
in dash and up front,
4 BEDROOM
1986 OLDS Cutlass Starport trailer, many
2 bath priced to sell at $39900
home on beautiful 3 Call 577 1938 after 5P M
kiera, charcoal grey, additional extras, used
d( re wooded lot on NEW 3 bedroom, 7 ilath 56.000 miles, loaded, only 4 MOS , like new,
King Richard $6000
Whippoorwiii Way, 15 house
Call 753 6664, $12,500 Call 753 0053 or
436 5511
Sherwood For
minutes from Murray Drive
anytime
Call 753 0992 or
1988 ALUMICRAFT
onl Hwy 121 Features est
1981 PONTIAC Grand
With 35 horse Johnson
large semi circular 489 2269
Am, 2 or, white with
motor, fully equipped
glassed in family room
burgundy interior, new
with firepiaee, spacious
white letter tires, & for bass fishing, 53600
Motorcycles
Calf 492 8754
kitchen with breakfast 47
Wheels, 35,xxx act
area Large living room
AR ROWGLASS Miksie
miles, 58750 753 0846
• . ••• •'•
400
8. dining combination, low
1975 Evinrude motor,
mileage 5900 Call
BUY Government
large laundry
$1800 Call 437 4157
play 759 4506
Seized Vehicles from
room 2 car garage Call 13 650 NIGHTHAWK 5100 Fords, Chevys, FISHING boat, 45 hp
for an appointment.
motor, casting seats
95e 0 miles
Corvettes, etc For info
new
247 1468
depth finder, new batt
Briagestones, bery good
Call 1 2131925 9906 Ext
cry, badge pump, good
condition Call 753 4043.
1373
trailer, many extras,
COMFORTABLE 3 after 4 30 p m
must sell $975 Call
Bectroorn house in 1983 HONDA 50 &
436 5684 '
Hazel
wall to wall helmet 5175. or best
PARKER'S Marine
arpet
gas heat
Offer
Call 753 8953
44
Lots for Sale
Salvage Wants to buy
aluminum siding $28. after 6 p m
boat
motors, trailers
i•i•i!ri 300 Call 492 8755
•
83 HONDA 185s 3
and marine parts Hwy
• s. 91409
new tires
TAO Bt•droom House Wheeler
69 A Paris, TN 901 647
,_ oy
on 3 ti(rl'S with 74X 32 rack
goo° condition
6569
759 1565
, +1- Hcrne sep - sttdp satetnte dish and C
WANT To Buy or Sell
A Si veral outbuildings in
goes to
Boats motors, trailers,
500 442 Penny area
sur
Call 753
New (4 Used
parts anything marine
;900 or 753 5707 after
17,71:
49
Used Cars
Paris IN. 901 642 6569,
(iM Exec-Lit:yes &
SP M
daily,
8A M 5P M
. • ,•'
P•ogram Vertices
1 5P M Sunday
outomat.k
1,tn
wite
001442.3900
engine 5800 See at
6,,c Guthrie Dr
Hwy. 70 W. — Paris
Cali
753 8288
53 Services Offered
n BUIC l•
1
R E E Service and
Used Trucks
50
aoon
pay-,
r
• •
rip removal 'Your
Power 5700 Carl 753
1980 EL Camino Super professional tree service
Sport extra sharp $3850
All types, removal, top
•'Coup
Call 753 1217
ping, feeding Free es
.
ri•ductio to sell
1981 CHEVY pick up, 4 timates 50 bucket truck
9959 or 436 2186
wheel drive, ps. pb .1 and chipper
Call
PONTiAC Grand
speed, new 305 V 8. new 753 0906
• • • Call 753 0222
clutch. new brakes, ACE Lawn Services
PINTO
5 spy( c:
$3950 Call 436 5442
Mowing
Landscaping.
ono.t.on see at '1082 3 4 ton super Cab
any. type of yard work
Un..ersit, Gulf
5
4 wheel drive, air, Call 492 86440
po.nts, or c ail 753 9Ifl'
cruise, excellent condi
AL L Types of gravel
after 5 p
or
ton
best offer
Call and white rock naciieo
8124
759 4163
Also slabs and light and
1981 AMC Sierra dark mulch, hauling
Classic
fully loaded, ano any type of clean up
Need An Extra Car
Reasonable. Re
305 V 8 4 Barrel tinted work
windows white lettered ferences I industrial or
For A Few Days?
Restdentiail, 753 0461
tires
58 xxx miles
I it,,.. C.'.,.Al
extra nice truck
Call •-%P13 -1/!•INCE SEP
DWAIN TAYLOR
492 8297
Kenmort
ICE
CHEVROLET, INC.
1985 GMC Conversion Austinghouse,
van
1 owner. 29.000 Ahiripool
28 years
502-753-2617
miles loaded, Excellent experience
Parts and
leo s
Ilk, heir., 411.1
th.• n..iyhlo..rhond '
condition
Call 502 924 service Bobby Hopper.
• thi•
nntrinimorers in a • nrner 1.1 Ilir•-••
5030
evenings & 753 4872 or 436 5848
hedrontn.. , beth• larer ••,..red 4••• 1 end fro. ..el
weekends
YARD landscaping
ha.I lard, ca• tIrrplet and tn.., Pricr Ju.t red•••••.1
onacip
98‘ ODS
1986 CHEVY S 10, red. ...t.Veilng driveways and
Ontle 1,..4•11 hod,)'
Ca i '53 6308
4 speed. air, AM 'FM. bushhogging 436 5430 or
108, PEUGEOT
like
cruise
13.xxx miles '53 0659
and out
extra sharp. $6250 Call BRICK block and con
753, 1222
711 Nlain
needs ,ftle much work
753 5279 after 5 p m
crete driveways,
$1500 or best offer Call
1088 MAZDA convert, sidewalks, patios, house
759 9698
ble truck Days /594131 foundations chimneys
C.S Ma:ca R X 7
New and repair
or evenings 753 4252
27
xx miIes Call 753
years experience Free
. 'Thor 753 2946
• 5 1
Campers
estimates
Large or
0A
" "CND. Civic
Char'.
'97.3 DODGE motor smali iobs
•eIleflf condi
Barnett 753 5476
home
Needs transmis
'
52400 Cali Mr
son and roof repair.
Conklin 7 6 7 2115
Class A. 24', 4000 watt CONCRETE wore
evenings or leave
power plant. air, PS, PB
or 1/V1ida1IS patios. etc
message at 762 3421
sleeps 7 rear bath 753
Call Joe Chambers
1983 JEEP Scrambler
0869 after 5P M
247 7294
SINCE 1938
55000 413 S 9th St or
AIRSTREAM Travel CONCRETE drivc
QUALITY CONCRETE ON TIME
call 759 1338
Trailers pre owned
ways patios carpentry
i984 FORD Escort L : Charles COchran,
ano block work
Call
39 • 1.1, miles 4 sp
or
7530114
502 492 8160
n'0, tires excellent
Londition
$3400 Call
759 9890 or 753 $677
1994 MERCURY Grand
Marauis LS, extra nice
dark blue white vinyl
top $8000 Call 521 8810

kOPPERUD Realty
Offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices 753 1722, toll free
1 800 251 HOME E xt
111 1
for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
iny & selling Real
Estate easy for you
KY LAKE special neat
three bedroom lake
home. 2 baths, c ha
22X24 outtiuilding for
Beautiful
boat or car
landst. aped lot With
fruit trees and garden
Priced in 30'5
area
Real
Tommy Moody
for 901 647 5093 Moody
Realty Company
414
Tyson, Paris 1N .i8414
KY lake cottage fully
iarLie living
furnished
room with f irepi ace, 2
tarot bedrooms
kit( hen - area
otr,yii,i9
full bath attached gar
age s39 000 CaU 436
7767

8.

•
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Now its

Dan Taylor
Chemist, Oldsmobile,
Calk,lx. of
Paris, TN

NOW OPEN

Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Center

Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.

759-9831

53. Services Offered

Offered

BURCH Bros General
Construction doing re
sidential and corn
merical repairs and
improvements Elec
tric, plumbing, carpen
try, kitchens,
bathrooms, painting,
room additions, decks
Small lobs welcome,
free estimtes 492 8543
Hazel
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn mow
irig including shrubbery
and hedges. Servicing
city and county Lower
rates for Senior Citizens
Call now and register
with a dependable Lawn
Service 753 3534 or 753
3455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
FOR most any type
oriveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753 6763
GENERAL Repair
Plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work Wood,
525 a rick Call 436 2642
or 436 5895
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications
Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears
TVA ap
proved
Save on those
high heating and cool
mg bills
Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate
LANDSCAPING and
lawn service provided for
the Murray area For free
estimates phone 753 3266
LICENSED Electri
can. Doug Jones Elec
Inc _Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
tric motor repairs No
rewinding
Call
759 4751

LICENSED electrician,
residential ' and corn
mercial Air condition
mg Sales and service
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203
MAKE your car look
new again
Washed,
hand waxed, clean in
tenor, trunk and
chrome, $40 Call 759
4902
MAX W Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former
County Attorney, former
District Judge. Office, 104
N 4th St , Murray, 753
3153, Home, 753 7900
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parkirria
lots, seal coating and
striping
Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753 1537
SUR EWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning, tree
removal Aerial bucket
truck. Fully insured for
your protection. Stump
removal with no lawn
damage Free estimates
No obligations. 753 5484.
WET BASEMENT'
) We
make wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026
WILL do any type work.
Build privacy fences,
nauling, paint garages,
clean aluminum siding,
yard cleaning, build or
repair buildings or
bal6 References Call
753
.
YARD landscaping
Leveling driveways and
buSrthogging 436 5430
or 753 0659
SEWING Machine Rep
air
All makes and
models Home & Indust
rial
Bag closing
machines Also scissor
sna0pening 40 yrs ex
perience
All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674, Stella,
Ky

53. Services Offered

53.

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436 2811

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete
Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753 6971

Services Offered

MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set ups, tear downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing
hurricane straps 759
4850
PAINTING
interior
and exterior
10 years
Shawn Maxwell
experience
Reasonable
rates, Free estimates.
753-6147
Call Willie, 436 2579
QUALITY construction
56 Free Column
repairs and alterations
Free estimates, Call G FREE kittens Call
after 5 p m
& A 436 2617_

Tenders

Pet Sitting
House Sitting

Custom kitchen
Cabinets
All Types Of:
vE
*
*
*
if
*
*
IL

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
4K
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - 'Behind tunny Oreedliiiiii

AW
AIr**********11r***********

Murray Paving Co. Inc.
Types of Commercial &
Asphalt Paving & Excavation

Specializing in all
Residential

Protect Your Asphalt Investment
With Seal Coating I Crook Repair
Locally Owned & Operated
Mere to meet your needs today & in the future.
810 Coldwater Rd.

Murray

753.0411

Mastercraft Custom
Cabinet and Remodeling
Commercial eti
Residential
Your Design
or Ours
Free Estimate

Puryear Brick & Supply
Face Brick start at $133"
'Brick 'Mortar 'Stone 'Flue Blocks
'Flue Liners 'Patio Pavers •Crossties 'Pottery
price Laird, own*, Pory•or. TN
247-3232

Call

-302-354-880

KOPPERUD REALTY

NOW OPEN
to Serve the

Murray & Calloway Co. Area

•CuNCRETE BLOCKS • CEMENT 'SAND
•GRAVEL .CRUSHED STONE
•MASONRY CEMENT .LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

1985 CAVALIER, tilt,
cruise, new tires, 31,000
miles original Owner
$4700 Call 759 1479,
after 5 p m

row% ASTER COMMiglICIA1.•'2liv S 1 70 ft lots oo
tinned Nall 50 X 60 & 30 X 32 block .tructilres Separati
vills, l'011101er(ial compressitrs gas heat st•ph.
stem 14 inch grave! base 6, more Appraised at
$90.0011 • . listed at only 588
s oiCres m I. v. ith Iron
tag.. on iiitz7c11 Cemett.n, itn.ta int lotted

ERA° HERITAGE REALTY

T

The Village

of

753-3355

•••••••
•11"11111b
'... .....

Dial-A-Service

Pr

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky
•

9'

Tuill/ake

7.ane and C•rrher 9199991•9
to, sales and sorvIc• In Murray
and Calloway County.

161

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

mum

753-5131

753_8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control

753-9841

C
Tea
Dyri off 641 N
ntran
(Behind old Boston
M-F 8-5
.Simulated convertible tops
spin stripes 'Stick on body side molding
•Luggege racks 'Truck rails and tailgate guards

. . 753_7588

Murray. Inc
Financing on the Spot

‘ItS01.1

%t1710\

Wednesday, June 29, 1988
6:00 p.m.-Rain or Shine
Air Relief, Inc.-Fulton Plant
Fulton, Kentucky
Sale Location: On Hwy. 45
South At The Former Goulder
Ford Tractor Location.
All TYPES OF
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
'
Several Recifrocating Air Compressors
•All Types Of Air Compressor PartsNew And Used
'Many Refrigerent Compressor Parts
New And Used
•Industrial Motors Of Many Sizes And
Voltages
*Hydraulic Pumps And l'arts
'Industrial Water Pumps And PartsNew And Used
•Motors 2 Horsepower To 50 Horsepower
•Pneurnatic And Electronic Controls
•Mecury Flood Lights
'Electric Welding Machine
*Cabinets *Benches *Bolts And Nuts
*Oil
"Office Furniture "Office Equipment
*Microfiche Equipment'
"Many New Tractor Parts
"Old 1966 Ford Mustang
0205(30' Office Building-Disassembled
"Butler Building"

For Information Contact Air RAW.
lac.-Mayfield, Ky. 502-847.0203

James R. Cash
I lit' %III 11101111'cl A. 1:ii.r1 I st,ite Brooker
ativ s I arm, lsi'iuIui Ls
511':•61:1-% 101i

117 Da* D•150 484

'12,487

PASCHALL PLUMBING REPAIR
Well Pump Repairs & knstallations
fret. tstoma,•••

P.,t,

Prompt

87 Ousting

'7117

Phone Day or Night

8' Toyota Cdr017 LE

Bobby Paschall 753-2768

8' TO7C41 P11

'1487
'8387

16 Dodge D•SC 484

'7987

86

5-104114

86 Toyota Cam'y
86 Sonda Civic
16 Cheroiet Spectrum
85 Toyota Cory
85 Monde Accord
85 41•4101 5 VI

'7817

'7187

'9487
1987
'6987
'8717
'8987
'3987

84 Toyota Celica GT

'9887
'6987

84 Toyota Tercel Wagon

'4217

11 Chrysler E Class

'1917

54 Ford Tempo

'4217

84 Plymouth Voyager

1497

84 Chevrolet Celebrity

'4917

85 Chevrolet P V Ill

84 Ford Range; 4144

'6987

84 Volvo

'1417

13 Mazda 626 Coupe

'4997

82 Ford Escort

'687
'1117

rice A Payment
Displayed
on each vetn(ir•
515 S. 12th
753-4961

Calloway County Rescue Squad

Ditching - Sower Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Gone Steele,/
753-6156

753-6952

Allen Paschall 759-9689

•..TL.J-IJI

Rex Camp Backhoe Service
Sewer from street to house.
Septic Tank Work
Trenching

753-9224

The Toyota Dealership
in Murray is

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP

,41,
i„
4
r
4,‘
0 Ast
. sta
'
P

CENTER

.. ...

111X.

Rent the tools you need.
753-8201
v

rt•t Sitting
House Sitting
kh:t vt n Si.t % It Pi/
7;3 6147

211 Main

•,i Ptf,t,lt , 11 ,,,it,t ,.
Siding Fencing
17ovvr7spouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
e
jj JERRI Alikl%541 .11MA VI/LS

121 By-Pass

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Performer

753-8407

YOUR AD COULD
BE HERE
CALL 753-1916

Corner of East Main & Industrial Rd.

* New Toyotas *
Arriving This Week

It 1-51Y11-61 Ti A
of Murray
515 So. 12th
753-4961
Murray

.

Hot-Line 8i-S-erfe-Hca
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monda)-Friday 8 am.-5

753-5606

Spouse Abuse

and a New Name

83 Oldsmobile 98 Ilagenci 1817

10 Pinto

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

RENTAL'SAVES

86 Pontiac Bonneville LE '12,987
86 Dodge Lancer

Sc,.,,,'

=

•

" • •' •

802 Ch•ttnut,

Phone
753-2571

••••1 S. .1

& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

759-9ERA

00
Police
911

911

w,`14

MWS 4

p.m. Satuyda 8 am..-12 p.
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Six winners chosen
in essay contest

Leah Baust
6th Grade
Calloway Middle

DR.GOTT
#0.
IP.

What Freedom Means
To Me
Six winners were recently
chosen from a city and countywide essay contest on the theme of
"What Freedom Means to Me."
The winners were chosen by a
panel of judges. The contest was
held in conjunction with the
Freedom Fest activities planned
locally during the upcoming
weekend.
The following is the first of the
six winners:
Freedom means many things to
me. My freedom seems to be different than that of a 30 year old or
a 60 year old persottit also seems
to me that different people have
different amounts of freedom.
Some have too much, others have
too little.
Freedom has to be defined
before you can really say what it
means to you. We have rules and
regulations, yet we call it
freedom. When I asked myself
what it means, I think of other
countries. There are countries
that don't have freedom. When I
realize this, then I know what it is
to me.
To me freedom means to be
alone, but yet happy. Freedom
means to be able to make choices,
some harder than others. It means
to decide for yourself and not
allow others to make up your mind
for you. I think more than happiness and more than choices,
freedom means to be yourself.
Sometimes I don't feel as thought
I'm good enough so I let go of my
freedom to be me. On the other
hand, most of the time I feel proud
to be me so I grab hold of it. Being
yourself is probably to the most
fmportat freedom we have.
Freedom also can remind me of
wars frought and the American
flag, the Statue of Liberty and
many more symbols. Freedom is
security to have the right to leave
a car in a parking lot or a door
unlocked while you are out.
Freedom has many meanings to
me of which I have only given you
a few. But these are the most important ones. These things and
many more are the true meaning
of freedom!

MONDAY, it St: 27. 19104

Unttr

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Hazards posed
by chemicals
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Watt

Gale Cornelison. left, of the Murray Spouse Abuse Org-anization re(-ei4 es
an allocation check from Charles Leroy Eldridge. board member of the
Murray-Calloway County United May. The check represents the
organization's first-quarter allocation.

DEAR DR GOTT For more than
three years. I have worked in a college print shop There's no ventilation
in my basement office, although I do
have a dehumidifier going. and
there's an air conditioner in one window Would the chemicals I use (alcohol, kerosene, potassium ferrocyanide. hydrogen cyanide) cause the
problems I have trouble foCusing.
saying
things
wrong. tingling
sensations'
DEAR READER Exposure to industrial solvents and fumes can cause
toxicity characterized by the symptoms you describe However. I cannot
blame The materials you work with
unless you have had an environmental
assessment made to measure the po-

(13

PLO dissidents overrun Arafat loyalists
BEIRUT. Lebanon AP —
Syrian-allied Palestinian
dissidents backed by a fierce artillery barrage today overran a
Beirut refugee camp and trapped
Yasser Arafat loyalists in their
final local pocket of resistance.
Police said 40 fighters loyal to
the Palestine Liberation Organization chief surrendered. Up to 160
others remained pinned down
awaiting possible safe passage out
of the Chatilla camp.
Seven people were killed and 11
wounded in the latest hostilities
between fighters of Col. Saeed
Mousa's breakaway Fatah-'
Uprising and Arafat's
mainstream Fatah faction in
Chatilla and the nearby Bourj elBarajneh refugee camp.
A Palestinian official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
said the dissidents seized control
of Chatilla this morning after they
leveled what was left of the nearly
half-mile square shantytown in a
sustained barrage of 25 shells a
minute.
Black smoke billowed from the
two camps as the fighting raged
through the morning with the
boom of shell blasts shaking the
Lebanese capital.

"You have a last chance to surrender and turn yourselves in to
the Syrian army or face a final
onslaught." the dissident command said in a statement communicated to the encircled
loyalists. No deadline was set.
Fatah admitted that the
dissidents had stormed Chatilla
and captured two of four bases
seized by Arafat's men a month
ago.
.
The 40 who surrendered left with
their hands clasped behind their
heads. Syrian army officers and
Libyan mediators took charge of
them, police said.
The remaining loyalists stopped
firing but remained in their position waiting for Syrian and Libyan
mediators to arrange safe
conduct.
The 40 guerrillas and others still
trapped inside Chatilla would probably be sent to the Ein el-Hilweh
refugee camp on the outskirts of
southern Lebanon's port city of
Sidon. Palestinian and Lebanese
police sources said.
That camp is controlled by
mainstream PLO guerrillas.

tential toxins in the print shop. I suggest that you see a doctor and also request a workplace analysis by the
proper authorities. A municipal building inspectpr can perform this function, as can a representative of the
U S Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.
DEAR DR GOTT I cry very easily.
It's embarrassing for me and other
people It infuriates my husband, but I
can't control my tears What sort of
help is available'
DEAR READER: Many people cry
easily, they are moved by beautiful
music, sad thoughts and so forth This
is a personal peculiarity that I do not
view as abnormal
If you believe that your temperament is getting in the way of leading a
normal life. you might be aided by
counseling A psychologist oy trained
social worker May help you to work
through some of the emotional peaks
and troughs that you have, in order to
enable you to control yourself more
effectively Ask ,.our doctor for a referral I am sending you a free copy of
my Health Report, -Mental and Emotional Illness." which also tells how to
find appropriate counseling Others
who would like a copy should send Si
and their name and address to PO
Box 91369 Cleveland, OH 44101-3369
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT A child I know
had a short loss of oxygen at 8 months

What problems could this cause' At
what age would these problems show
up?
DEAR READER: The answer to
your question depends on how long the
child was deprived of oxygen and to
what extent. Complete loss of blood
oxygen causes irreversible brain
damage after about three minutes
However, nervous tissue can often
adapt spectacularly to short-term oxygen debt — and children seem to be
especially resistent to this type of
trauma For example, there are numerous reports of drowned children
who were pulled from cold water and
revived without damage The cold
temperature and the constituents of
the water (salt or fresh) appear to
play an important role in allowing the
brain to survive without long-term
consequences
Ordinarily, after oxygen depletion,
patients show immediate malfunction
of the nervous system (unconsciousness, weakness or seizures), with
time, the disability may improve The
patients may return to normal in a
few days
Of course, loss of higher cognitive
abilities (intelligence) may not be evident in children until they are older
In an otherwise normal child under
age I. short-term oxygrn depletion
may have caused no damage
whatsoever
sil,
WSPAPFR

S

00NE'S

In all, 127 people have been kill-

ed and 527 wounded since May I
when the rival factions began
fighting for control of the tvcamps on Beirut's southern
oiltskirts.

CLEANERS

Only The Best Is Good Enough!
•
•
e

A PLO official. speaking on condition of anonymity. said Abdul,
Amir Abbas. a Lebanes,mediator. planned to enter
Chatilla later today to try to persuade Arafat's loyalists to la
down arms and evacuate the
camp.

:Shirts

85`
5 $3.80

The official said the loyalists
were willing to abandon the camp
if the Syrian army gives them safe
conduct to refugee camps in south
Lebanon.
Syria has thousands of troops
enforcing security in west and
south Beirut. But the soldiers who
ring Chatilla and Bouri el•
Barajneh, have made no move N,
stop the Palestinian factional
fighting.

Carpets

e
s
e

2
0% sa
OFF
Through June
•

Skirts S.
Sweater ,

II
e

e
o
i 9801
s
S

1
I

13th Main
North 12th
753-2552
Story Ave. Excludes Delivery Service 603 Main

The battles flared despite
reconciliation between Arafat and
Syrian President Hafez Assad in
April after a five-year feud over
control of the Palestinian
movement.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

LOOK FOR OUR

6 DAY CLEARANCE SALE
Circular In
Today's Paper

All Summer
Merchandise

him. ((OW

L D
A
E

101
210
311

luk I

/
11
2 Price
• Swimsuits
• Dresses
• Tops
• Pants

• Shorts
• Skirts .
• Jewelry
• Summer Bags

ON THE SPOT
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
Aith

CASH BACK CHECKS
MAY BE USED FOR

1111111.1 111 WI
CASH qACK C1)Ec1

.
f ),v , Salt Days WILY

Down Payment

Court Squero

$300.00

Three Hundred DQUaIS and 00i 100

BOUTIQUE
753-4660

11.1

Apprft“,t1 I redit

_CUSTOMER
Ca\

Tot a I

BIG Discount.,

P.,

app

SID

r tirVIE,1
1
.
9V-go VARifi!

til.c.mu. LIMA I check Pc: law

Iv Taxes And Tags
*

Insurance
IV Vacation
V Savings

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.
641 SOUTH
MURRAY, KY. 753-2617

